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Abstract 
The generalised wreath product of permutation groups, due to Dixon, Fournelle 
and Silcock, is studied in this thesis. Under nice conditions this turns out to 
be a good generalisation of the permutational wreath product. We will explain 
precisely what we mean by nice. The centre of the generalised wreath product 
is determined and we- look at the centraliser of certain elements of the group. 
The remainder of the thesis is concerned with looking to answer the question: 
given a class X, can we find necessary and sufficient conditions for the generalised 
wreath product to lie in X? We consider the class of abelian groups; nilpotent 
groups; locally nilpotent groups; ZA groups; residually nilpotent groups; locally 
boundedly nilpotent groups; bounded Engel groups; soluble groups; and locally 
soluble groups. 
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"Situation number one; it's the one that's just begun." Jack Johnson 
Let A be group and X be a set. We say that (A, X) is a permutation group if A 
is a group of permutations acting on the set X. 
Definition 1.0.1. Let (A, X) and (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups. For 
each y E Y, let Ar" := A. Define := HyEy A, the restricted direct product 
of copies of A indexed by the elements of Y. We consider an element f E A(' ) 
as a function f Y -p A. We define the permutational wreath product, denoted 
A wr y B, as the set of pairs fb, with f e and b E B, acting on the, set X x Y 
by (x,y)fb 	(xf(y),yb) for each (x,y) E X x Y. And the action is faithful. 
Remark. It follows that b'fb(y) 	f(yb'). This gives rise to a semidirect 
product 	which is in fact the wreath product A wr y B. 
If we take X := A and Y 	B in Definition 1.0.1, then the permutational wreath 
product A wr y B is just the standard wreath product of A and B, denoted A wrB, 
using the right regular representation. Most of the research into wreath products 
has been done for the standard wreath product. For example, Hartley in [11] 
describes the residual nilpotence of the standard wreath product. However, the 
more natural version is the permutational wreath product and Meldrum in [16] 
deals, almost exclusively, with the permutational wreath product. Under nice 
conditions, the generalised wreath product is a generalisation of the permutational 
wreath product. We shall write wreath product to mean the permutational wreath 
product. 
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In this thesis we are mainly interested in extending some commutator results 
known about the wreath product to the generalised wreath product. The first ex-
amples of a generalised wreath product were obtained using towers of wreath prod-
ucts with suitable embeddings. If (C1 , X1 ), (C2 , X2 ) and (C3 , X3 ) are non trivial 
permutation groups, then (C1 wrx2 C2) wrx3 G3 and G1 wrx2Xx3 (G2 wrx 3 G3) are 
isomorphic. A proof of this can be found in Meldrum [16]. In light of this re-
sult, if (G 1 , X1 ), . . . , (Ca , X) are non trivial permutation groups, we may form 
the iterated (permutational) wreath product, denoted G 1 wrX 2 ... wrxC, in the 
natural way. In fact, if p is prime then the Sylow p subgroups of Sym(p') appear 
as iterated wreath products. 
In 1962, P. Hall in [10] gave a generalisation which involved sets of groups indexed 
by a totally ordered set. P. Hall used this construction to construct a countably 
infinite characteristically simple group which is also a locally finite p group and 
has trivial Baer radical for some prime p. In 1977, Silcock in [25] and later, in 
1984, Dixon and Fournelle in [4] generalised this construction to the case where 
the index et is a partially ordered set. Before we present the generalisation due 
to Dixon, Fournelle and Silcock we first define a connected partially ordered set 
and introduce some notation. 
Definition 1.0.2. A partial order is a binary relation < over a set A which is 
reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive. If a set A is equipped with a partial order 
, we say (A, ) is a partially ordered set. If in addition either A < i or jt A 
for each A,t e A, then we say < is a total order and (A, <) is a totally ordered 
set. 
Definition 1.0.3. Let (A, ) be a partially ordered set. We say (A, ) is con-
nected if for any A, 1u e A there exists A 1 ,... A, E A with A l = A, A = i and 
either Aj  < A+i or  A+i < Ai for eachi= 1,...,n— 1. 
Throughout the thesis, (A, ) will denote a connected partially ordered set con-
taining at least two elements unless otherwise stated. With an abuse of notation, 
we may sometimes write just A instead of (A, <). 
Notation. Let G be a group. If H {h 2 : i e I} c C is a subset of C, then we 
write (H) or (h i E I) to denote the subgroup of C generated by H. If H is 
empty, we take (H) := {1}. 
We now introduce the generalised wreath product. 
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Definition 1.0.4. Let (A, <) be a (connected) partially ordered set and let 
(G),, XA) be a non trivial permutation group for each A e A. For each A e A, 
choose t X,\ and write i. = (LA)AEA. We call t the distinguished element. Let 
X := {x e UA€A  X, : a(x) is finite} where u(x) := {A e A : x,\ tA}. Fix p E A 
and let x E X and gp E G,. Define SymX as follows 
- 	I x if XA  t) for some A > xg,1:=1 	
ifxA=tAforeachA> 
where 
{ xAX y gi,
if.A=,a 
ifA=p. 
We write 	: g,, E G,), the group generated by the set 	: g1, E G}. 
We define the generalised (restricted) wreath product of (G A ,XA ), A E A, by 
wr{GA:AEA}:=(A:AEA). 
Lemma 1.0.5. GA GA as abstract groups for each A e A. 
This is just Lemma 7.2.2 in [16]. Now we write GA instead of GA where no 
confusion will arise. 
Throughout the thesis (GA , XA)  will denote non trivial permutation groups un-
less otherwise stated. We will normally denote the generalised wreath product 
wrL{GA : A e Al by W. 
In chapter 2 we develop some basic structure results about the generalised wreath 
product. We form a canonical way to write an element of W. We explain how 
the generalised wreath product can be seen to be a generalisation of-the wreath 
product. We find that we require the permutation groups (GA, XA), A E A, to be 
transitive in order to obtain a reasonable generalisation. This is an undesirable 
aspect of the definition and makes dealing with the generalised wreath product 
when the groups (GA, XA), A E A, are not transitive more difficult. We introduce 
the notion of constituents of a permutation group to overcome this difficulty. 
It will become evident that there is a clear dichotomy between the case where 
the groups (G A ,XA ), A e A, are transitive and the case where they need not be 
transitive. The approach we adopt in the thesis reflects this. We will normally 
consider the two cases separately or at least mention the difference between the 
two cases. Throughout the thesis the groups (GA, XA),  A E A, will be assumed to 
be not necessarily transitive unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
In the first part of chapter 3 we determine the centre of W and state some 
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immediate consequences of the result. In the second part we look at the centraliser 
of the element 37, as defined in Definition 1.0.4. 
In chapter 4 we are concerned with the question: given a class of groups X, can we 
find necessary and sufficient conditions for the generalised wreath product W to 
lie in X? We consider the class of abelian groups; nilpotent groups; locally nilpo-
tent groups; ZA groups; residually nilpotent groups; locally boundedly nilpotent 
groups; bounded Engel groups; soluble groups; and locally soluble groups. The 
main aim of this chapter is to extend known results about the wreath product to 
the generalised wreath product. Work done on residually nilpotent wreath prod-
ucts has only been done for the standard wreath product by Hartley. So section 
4.5 starts with a translation of the work done by Hartley in [11] to the case of the 
permutational wreath product. In section 4.6, we start by finding necessary ancF 
sufficient conditions for the wreath product of two non trivial permutation groups 
(A, X) and (B, Y) to be locally boundedly nilpotent. We extend this result to 
the generalised wreath product. In section 4.7 we consider bounded Engel wreath 
products. We are only able to find partial results to characterise the bounded En-
gel wreath product. As a result, we do not extend these results to the generalised 
wreath product. 
In the case of abelian groups; nilpotent groups; locally nilpotent groups; soluble 
groups; and locally soluble groups we obtain full characterisations. In the other 
cases we obtain positive results when we impose certain conditions on the partially 
ordered set A or the permutation groups (GA,X), ). E A. 
1.1 Preliminary definitions and notation 
Throughout the thesis (A, <) will denote a connected partially ordered set con-
taining at least two elements and (G A , XA) will denote a non trivial permutation 
group for each ) E A, except where explicitly stated otherwise. Below we list 
some definitions and notation which will be used in the thesis. 
Definition 1.1.1. Let (A, X) be a permutation group and let x E X. We define 
the orbit of X containing x to be the set xA := {xa: a e A}. 
Definition 1.1.2. Let (A, X) be a permutation group. We say (A, X) is transitive 
if for any x, y E X, there exists a E A such that xa = y. 
Remark. If (A, X) is transitive, then xA = X for each x E X. 
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Definition 1.1.3. Let (A, X) be a non trivial transitive permutation group. 
(A, X) is said to be regular if for any x, y E X, there exists precisely one ele-
ment a e A such that xa = y. 
Definition 1.1.4. Let (A, X) be a permutation group and let Y c X. We say 
Y is a fixed block of A if ya E Y for each y E Y, a E A. Then each a E A induces 
a permutation on Y which we denote by aly. We call the totality of aly's formed 
for all a E A the constituent A(Y) of A on Y. 
Remark. Notice that if (A, X) is a permutation group, then any orbit Y C X 
of A is a fixed block and the permutation group (A(Y), Y) is transitive. And 
we note that the mapping : A -* A(Y), a '-p a y is an epimorphism and 
ker = {a E A : ya = y for each y E Y}. Furthermore, the constituent A(Y) is 
isomorphic to a quotient of A, namely A(Y) A/ ker '. 
Definition 1.1.5. E ç A is said to be a chain if E is a totally ordered subset of 
A. 
Definition 1.1.6. 'y e A is said to be a minimal element of A if A E A and A < 'y 
imply A = 'y. And w E A is said to be a maximal element of A if A E A and A > 
imply A = w. 
Notation. Throughout the thesis F will denote the set of all minimal elements 
of A and 11 will denote the set of all maximal elements of A. 
Definition 1.1.7. We say w E A is 1-maximal if it is maximal. We denote the set 
of all 1-maximal elements of A by Q 1 . Now if i E N, we say w E A is i-maximal 
if w < A implies A = w or A E where 1j-1  is the set of all (i - 1)-maximal 
elements. 
Remark. We note that if p E Ij, then any chain which has it as its minimal 
element contains at most i elements. 
Definition 1.1.8. Let C be a group and let g, h E C. We write [g, Ii] := g'h'gh 
and we call this the commutator of g and h. Further, if g',. . . , g, E C, we write 
[gi,...,g] := [[g', .... gn_i],gn]. 
Notation. Let C be a group and let g, h e G. We write g' := h'gh. 
Remark. If C is a group and g, h, k E G, then [g, hk] = [g, k][g, h]c  and [gh, k] = 
[9, k]h[h, k]. These appear in Hall [9] and throughout this thesis we will refer to 
these identities as Hall's identities. 
Notation. Let G be a group. Let K, L c C be subgroups of C. Define [K, L] 
([k,11 : k e K,1 EL) and define K'' := (k' k E K,1 EL). 
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Notation. Let H be a group and let K C H be a subgroup of H. If h E H, we 
define h'Kh := (h'kh: k E K). 
Definition 1.1.9. Let G be group. We say that C has finite exponent if there 
exists n E N such that gn = 1 for each g E C. The smallest such n is known as 
the exponent of C. 
Definition 1.1.10. If C is a group, then the centre of C is Z(C) := {g E C 
[g, h] = 1 for each h E C}. 
Definition 1.1.11. Let C be a group and let g E C. We define the centraliser 
of g in C to be the subgroup CG(g) := {h E G: [g, h] 
Definition 1.1.12. A group G is said to be abelian if [g, h] = 1 for each g, h e C. 
Definition 1.1.13. A group C is said to be nilpotent if there exists c E N such 
that [go,... , g} = 1 for any go, . . . , g E C. The smallest such c is known as the 
nilpotency class of G. 
Definition 1.1.14. Let C be a group. Let 70(G) := C and define inductively 
:= [C,-y 1 (C)j. Then, for each n E Nu {O}, 'y(G) is a normal subgroup of 
C and the series C = 'yo (C) ... 'y,(C) ... is known as the lower central 
series of C. 
Remark. If C is a group, then an equivalent definition for G to be nilpotent is: 
G is nilpotent if and only if C has a finite lower central series. That is to say, 
there exists n E N such that 'y(G) 
Definition 1.1.15. A group C is said to be locally nilpotent if every finitely 
generated subgroup of C is nilpotent. 
Definition 1.1.16. Let C be a group. We say a set of normal subgroups {C a } QEA 
of G is an ascending central series if Ca c G1 with Ca+i/Ga C Z(C/Ca ) for 
each a e A and G ,3 = Ua< Ga if 0 e A is a limit ordinal. 
Definition 1.1.17. A group C is said to be a ZA group if there exists an as-
cending central series, {G C } CE C, terminating at C. 
Remark. We note that if g E C for some ordinal c and h e G, then there exists 
an ordinal c' with c' <c or c' = 0 such that [g, hJ E Ge'. 
Definition 1.1.18. We say that a group G satisfies the sequence property if for 
each sequence (gj)jEN c C there exists an integer m E N such that 	. ) g] = 1. 
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Remark. Definition 1.1.17 and Definition 1.1.18 are equivalent. This will be 
shown in Chapter 4.4. 
Definition 1.1.19. Let X be a class of groups. A group G is said to be residually 
a X group if for each g E C \ {1}, there exists a normal subgroup N of G such 
that g 0 N and the quotient group C/N is a X group. 
Remark. Clearly C is residually nilpotent if and only if fl flENYfl (G) = {1}, as is 
mentioned in Hartley [11]. Here 'y(G) := ([go,... ,gn] :g,...  ,g E C). 
Definition 1.1.20. We say a group G is locally boundedly nilpotent if there exists 
a function f : N -+ N such that every n-generator subgroup of C is nilpotent of 
nilpotency class at most 1(n). We call f an lbn function for G. 
Remark. We note that the lbn function is not unique. For example, if C is 
locally boundedly nilpotent with lbn function f then  f' is also a lbn function for 
H, where f : N -p N with f'(n) ~! f(n) for each n E N. 
Notation. Let C be a group and let g, h E G. We define [9,1  h] := [g, h] and 
inductively we define [g, h] : [[9,n—i h], h] 
Definition 1.1.21. We say a group C is a bounded Engel group if there exists 
n e N such that [g, h] = 1 for each g, h E C. The smallest such n is known as 
the Engel class of C. 
Definition 1.1.22. Let n E N. We say a group C is n Engel if [g, h] = 1 for 
each g, h e C. In particular C is 1 Engel if and only if G is abelian. 
Notation. Let C be a group. We define subgroups of C by the rule 60 (C) := C 
and inductively we define 6(C) := [8.1 (C), 8_ 1 (G)]. 
Definition 1.1.23. A group G is said to be soluble if there existsn e N such 
that 8(G) = {1}. The smallest such n is known as the solubility class of C. 
Definition 1.1.24. A group C is said to be locally soluble if every finitely gen-
erated subgroup of C is soluble. 
Definition 1.1.25. We introduce an alphabet A of letters x 1 , x2 ,... and denote 
by A the free group freely generated by A. 
A word is an element of A. 
If G is a group and 0 := A - Ab c C is a mapping of the free generators of 
A into C, then we can extend uniquely to a homomorphism ,b : 	-p 
C. The word w is a law in C if wb = 1 for each homomorphism 7P from 
AtoG. 
A variety of groups is the class of all groups satisfying each one of a given 
(finite) set of laws. 
Remark. In this thesis we assume a variety is defined by a finite set of laws. We 
note that the class of abelian groups is a variety. This class is defined by the law 
1x 1 , x2 1 . Moreover, the class of nilpotent groups with nilpotency class at most ii is 
defined by the law [x 1 ,. .. , xi] and is hence a variety. Also, the class of soluble 
groups with solubility class at most m is a variety. 
Chapter 2 
Some basic properties 
"Situation number two; it's the only chance for you." Jack Johnson 
In this chapter, we develop some basic structure results about the generalised 
wreath product W. In the first part of this chapter we form a canonical way of 
expressing an element of W and consider some special normal subgroups of W. 
We show that, if p is a fixed prime, the generalised wreath product of finitely 
many p groups of finite exponent is again a p group of finite exponent. In the 
second part, we explain how W can be seen to be a good generalisation of the 
wreath product. 
2.1 Some structure results 
First we state a useful lemma about partially ordered sets. 
Lemma 2.1.1. Every partial order on a set can be extended to a total order. 
This is an unpublished result of Banach, Kuratowski and Tarski, which appears 
in Szpilrajn [27]. We now state a couple of useful theorems which gives us a nice 
way to express an element of W. 
Theorem 2.1.2. Let A,t be two unrelated elements of a partially ordered set A. 
Then [CA,G,1] = {1}. 
For a proof see Meldrum [16] 7.4.9. 
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Theorem 2.1.3. Let (A, <) be a partially ordered set and let (GA, XA) be non 
trivial permutation groups for each A E A. We can extend, using Lemma 2.1.1, 
(A, ) to a total order (A, ). Then every element g E W can be erpressed 
uniquely in the form g = 91.. •9n where g. E GA> for each i = 1,... ,n and Ai 
A 1 ,...,AEAwithA 1 -...-<A. 
For a proof see Meldrum [16] 7.4.14. Now'ffx p e A. We define an equivalence 
relation - on X by setting x - y if and only if xx = y,\ for each A > p. It 
is clear that this is an equivalence relation. We denote the equivalence class of 
'- containing x by [x]. That is y e [x], if and only if XA = y,, for each A > p. 
We note that [x] = X if p is maximal. And we denote the set of all equivalence 
classes of by X. 
Lemma 2.1.4. 
If p E A, g E G and h,k E (G A : A> p) with ih = tk, then gh = 9k 
Ifp E A\11, then [h Gh 1 ,h'G1 h2] = {1} where h 1 ,h2 E (G), : A> p) 
with th 1 L th2 . 
If Al, A2 e A with p'  and P2  unrelated, then [GA>1) G A > 2 ) L2 	 } = M. 
Proof. 1. Suppose th = x. Let y E X. Suppose y E [x]. Fix w > p, then XA = yA 
for each A > w. So (yh) = (xh) = 	and also (yk'), = (xk), = 
Thus 
(LA ifA>p 	\ 
yh'gh 	= 	( 	y if A = p ) gh 
y), otherwise 
(LA ifA>p \ 
= 	I 	Y,9 ifA=p Jh 
y), otherwise J 
(YA ifA>p 
= 	I Y19 ifA=p 
YA otherwise 
(LA ifA>p \ 
ifA=p )k 
YA otherwise J 
(LA ifA>p 	\ 




ft A ifA>p \ 
Here 	 I denotes the element z E XsuchthatzA rnt), ifA >p 
y, otherwise J 
and zA = y,. if A p. This notation will be used throughout the thesis. 
Now suppose y [x}. That is to say y,, XA for some A > p. Since h e (GA 
A > p), it follows that (yh') A t for some A > p, otherwise zh' = t = xh' 
where zA := y, if A > p and zA = LA if A p. Thus (yh')g = yh'. Similarly, 
(yk') A $ for some A > p and (yk')g = yk* Hence 
yh 1gh = ((yh')g)h = (yh)h = y 
and 
yk'gk = ((yk')g)k = (yk')k = y. 
This completes the proof. 
2. Let 91,9 E G. We show that [g1,g2] = 1. Let x E X. We note that g', 
92
2  and their inverses only affect the it component of x non trivially. It follows 
that x E [th],., e [th], for i,j E {1,2}. Also, since th 1 th2  and 
h 1 , h2 E (GA A > p) we have that [thi ],4 [th2},L . We have three cases. 




- 1 hj h2 - / X/A9j ' ifA=p 
9i 92 - 	XA 	if A 	
) (g2)_1 9hi
i 9h2 2 
- /xgj' if A = p 	h1 h2 
- 	XA 	ifAp)9192 
= xg 2 
= X. 	 -) 
If x E [th 2], and x 	[thi ],1 , then 
h2-1 hi h2 - 	 hi h2 92) 9192 	 9192 
- (x,,g 2 1  if A = p 	h1 h2 
- 	 ifA)9192 
- /X p9 1 ifA=p'\ h2 
- 	 ifAp)92 
= X. 
If x E X \ ([Lh i],. U [th2]), then 
	
h2-1 hi h2 - 	 h h2 92) 9192 - 9192 
hj h2 
= 9i 92 
= 92h2  
= X. 
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And the result follows. 
3. Let 91 E G,11 , h1 E (GA: A >p), 92 E C,12 and h2 E (GA: A> P2).  We shall 
show [g', g12] 	1. Firstly we show 
x E [thl],11 . Xghl E [thi },21 ; and 
x E [thl],11 	Xgh2 E [thu,21 . 
We note that g' only affects the pi component of x non trivially. Thus 
x E [thi] 1 	xg' E [thl},21 . For the reverse implication, we note that (gh1)_1 
only affects the P1  component of x non trivially. Thus xg1 e [thi],21 = x = 
xg1(g1)_1 E [thl],21 
We note that g2  only affects the P2  component of x non trivially. Since 
P2 are unrelated, and more specifically p P2, it follows that x E [thu ],21 = 
xg2 e [thi],21 . For the reverse implication, we note that (gi2)_1  only affects the 
P2 component of x non trivially. Since Al, P2 are unrelated, and more specifically 
Al P2, it follows that x92  E [thu ],21 = x = xg2(g2)_1 E [thu ],21 . 
By symmetry, we may interchange 1 and 2 in statements (i) and (ii) to get 
x E [th2]12 	xg ' E [th2},22 ; and 
x e [th2 1 12 	xg' e [th2 ] 12 . 
Now let x E X. We use (i), (ii), (i)' and (ii)' to show that x(g1)_1' h2-u h1 h2 - .92 ) 9i 92 - 
x. We have four cases. 
(a) If x E [thl J,21 fl [th2 ] 12 , then 
hi /12 
= ( 












hi = 	X, 22 9 	ifA=p2 	91 
XA 
92 
if A pi, p2 ) 
= 
 (
x,22 9 	if A = P2 	\ g12 
XA if A p1, P2 ) 
= X. 
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If x E [thi ] 1 and x V [th2 ] 121  then 







 h2 9i 92 ifA7Lii 
= 
 (
x i gi l if A = / i hi h2 
XA 	ifAl2)9192 
h2 = xg2 
= X. 
If x 	[thi ],. 1 and x e [th2 J,221 then 
h2-1 h1 h2 
92 ) 9i 92 
(d) If x 0 [thi ] 1 U [th2 } 121 then 
' h2'-1 h1 h2 - Xt.92 i 9i 92 
( x 29' if A = /12 	hj 
- 	 ifA122)9192 
- (x 2 g 	if A = /22 	h2 
- 	xA ifAl2i,p2)92 
= X. 
hi h2 	x(g2) 	hj h2 
	
9192 - 	9192 
- hh2 - X91 92 
= xg 2 
= X. 
The result follows. 	 701 
Fix p E A. For x E X with xA E tGA for each A > p, let h([x]) E (G. : A > ) 
such that (xh([x])') A = LA for each A > p. In particular, if y E [x] then 
(yh([x])) A = LA for each A > y. For x E X with xA V LAGA for some A > p, put 
h([x]) := 1. We formulate the following theorem which givesa canonical way 
to write an element of W which improves on Theorem 2.1.3 by explicitly writing 
the element. 
Theorem 2.1.5. By Lemma 2.1.1 we can extend (A, <) to a total order (A, -<). 
Let h E W. For each p E A and for each [x] E X there exists h([x]), E G, 
where all but finitely many are trivial and h([x],) = 1 if XA V LAGA for some 
A > M, -such that 
h = [J( JJ (h([x},),2)h(Ex])) 
pEA [x]EX 
where the first direct product is ordered by -< and the second direct product is well 
defined by Lemma 2.1.4 part 2. 
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A:A>Aj) Proof. By Theorem 2.1.3, h = 9i . . .gn where g1 E G
(G ... ,n 
and Ar,..., An E A with A 1 -< ... -< A,. For each i = 1,... ,n, there exist 
hjl  ..... hj (2) E G and kjl ,...,kjJ(2) E (GA : A> A) such that gj =h' ...h. 
By Lemma 2.1.4 parts 1 and 2, we find that if tk jm 0 tk21 then [hm, hh1] = 1 
k 2 	k21 	 k' 
	
and if Lk jm = tk 1 then hjmm h21 = (hjm hji ) 	So we may assume, without loss 
of' generality, that tkjm 0 tk21 for any m, I = 1,... , j(i). For each m = 1,.. . , j (i) 
there exists Xj m E X such that Xj m k' 	t. Note (Xj m )A e tAGA for each A> A 2 '. 
By Lemma 2.1.4 part 1, h 	= hm1Ai) for each m = 1,. . . ,j(i). Now , if we im 
write h([xj1]x)A1 := h 1 for each 1 = 1,.. .j(i) and each i = 1,... ,n, then 
h = 
- 	k11 	hkhj(1) 	
' 	
k 
— 1 	 h il ij(l) 1 j(n) 
n 
\ — 	 hUx u1]6) 	
h([x23,(; ' 
) - A1 	h([xj ( l ) ]Al)A. 
i= 1 
n j(z) 
-. 	 J 	
h([x,1]A1) 
[J(Jlh([xi  ) 
j=1 1=1 
And this is in the required form. 
Remark. We note that if h = flEA(flEX]Ex (h([x],),1 )'1( ('b ) ) as in Theorem 
2.1.5, then (xh) A = xAh([x]A)A for any x E X and any A e A. 
We let W act on X by setting [xJh := [xh], for 'each x E X and each h E W. 
Fix hE Wand write h = fl EA (fl[x1Ex (h([x]))h1([x]P)), as in Theorem 2.1.6. 
Fix x E X and let y e [x],2 . That is to say that XA = y,, for each A > ,i. In 
particular, [x] = [y],\ for each A > jt. So if A > , then 
(xh)A = xAh([x]A)A = yAh([y]A)A = (yh) A . 
We have shown that if [x],. = [y], then [x]Mh = [y]h and hence the action is well 
defined. 
Now for each 'y E F, we define an equivalence relation 	on W by the rule g 	h 
if and only if [t].g = [t]h. It is easy to see that is an equivalence relation. So 
W is partitioned into equivalence classes. Let S. c W be a set of representatives 
for all the equivalence classes. 
Note that if g e C we can write g = . . . 	with 	e GA, and hA 1 E (GA  
A > A2 ) with A 1 -< ... - A, where (A, ) is an extension of (A, <) to a total 
order using Lemma 2.1.1. Let E := {A 1 , .. . , A}fl{A E A: A> 'y}. If E is empty, 
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then it is clear that [t}.yg = [t].),1. If E is non empty, then write E = {cr' . ... o} 
with o < ... < 0rn and it is easy to verify that [t].),g = [t]7g' . . . gi. It follows 
that we can take S.), to be a subset of (G. : A > -y). 
Proposition 2.1.6. 
'y F)g g E W) = 1111  g'Gg. 
'yer gES 
Proof. Firstly, we will 
show [g'G.1g, h'Gh] = {1} if 'y E F and g,h E S with g 
show [g 1 G ),g, h 1 Gh] = {1} if 'y, i E F with 'y 0 p, g e S. and h E S,; 
show g'Gg fl h'G.h = {1} if E F and g, h E S.- with g h  h; and 
show g 1 G ),gflh'G,h = {1} if'yj E F with 'y 	i, g e S ), and hE S. 
This follows immediately from Lemma 2.1.4 part 2. 
This follows immediately from Lemma 2.1.4 part 3. 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that g''Ggflh'Gh {1}. Let I E (g'Ggn 
h'Gh) \ {1}. Write I = g 1 g7g = h'hh for some g'y , h E G \ {1}. Choose 
y.,. E X with yg7 y. Choose x e [tg] with x7 = y. Then 
xl = xg 1 9-y 9 
- (y-yg'y ifA='y 







The penultimate equality holds since [t] = [tg]g 1 	[tg]h''. A contradiction. 
Thus g 1 Gg fl h'Gh = {1}. 
Let g'gg E g 1 Gg and h'h,h E h'Gh. Let x E X. We note that g"gg 
acts trivially on x or changes only the 7 component of x and h 1 hh acts trivially 
on x or changes only the it  component of x. It follows that g'Gg fl h'G,h = 
{1}. This completes the proof of part 4. 
And it follows that fl1- H9ES g 1 G.1,g is well defined. 
It is cleax that 117Er [IgES, gGg ç (g(G : ^f E F)g : g e W). Now let 
'y,j EF, g E Wand g.) E G7 . 
We now 
find kE (GA: A E A\{y}) and k E Gsuchthatg'g,g=kk.. ) k; and 
show hkh = k 1 k7 k for some h E S.,, with h 	k. 
And the result will follow. 
By Lemma 2.1.1, we can extend (A, ) to a totally ordered set (A, -<) and we 
may assume, without loss of generality, that 'y -< A for each A E A \ {y}. Write 
g=g'...g,wheregEGA  and hi E(GA :A>A) foreachi= 1,...,nand 
A 1 ,... , An e A with A1 	... 	A,. By Lemma 2.1.4 part 1 we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that if h 	1 then th 1 
If 	'y, then we can take k := g and k 7 := g.,, and we are done. 
h2h 	 -hi 	h1 And heice Suppose A1 = 'y. Then take k .- 92 . . ana 	9 
1 	( -h, 	-h2 i -h1 	h1 \i h2 	h \ g g,,g = 	. . .9 	)i 9y9i )92 . . 9 ) = (k') - 'kçk' 
Now if h 1 = 1, then k,, = 	E G. If h 1 	1, we find that g-,, and g 
commute. This follows from Lemma 2.1.4 part 2. Hence k,, = g.,, E G.) . If A 2 
then take k := k' and k,, := k,, and we are done. Otherwise, we repeat the above 
process. We can only repeat this process at most n times. Hence we. can find 
k E (GA : A E A \ {'y}) and k-,, E U-,, such that gg-,,g = kk-,,k as required. 
Note that 
h 	k =. [th] = [t]h = [t]) k = [tk].,, 
= 	= [t]kk' = [tk]),k = [th]7k 
= xk' E [t]7 for each x E [th]7 . 
Let XE X. If xE [th]7 , then xh,xk E [t]. Hence 
	
- I 	if A= y (xh'k,,h)A - ' I X,\ 	if A $ 
and 1 =y (xk'kk)A 	k7 ifA 
- XA 	if A 
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So xh k 7h = xkk7k. 
If x V [th],, then xh, xk 	[t], this holds since h and k act faithfully on 
the set of equivalences classes of 	Hence hk7h and k'k.k act trivially on 
x. In particular, xhk.h = xk'k..,,k. We have shown h'k..h = kk ) k. 
D 
Proposition 2.1.7. W/(g(G.. 1 : 'y E F)g : 9 E W) is isomorphic, as abstract 
groups, to (GA : A E A\ F). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1.1, we can extend (A, ) to a total order (A, -<). And we 
may assume, without loss of generality, that 'y -< A for each -y E F and each 
F. Define 
W - (GA : A E A \ F), g = 	. . . h —* hkj+ 1 	hkn j+1••• n 
where h, E GA and k. e (GA: A >A) foreachi= 1,...,n, A 1 ,...,A3 E Fand 
Clearly ) is surjective. Let g, h E W. We may write g = g' . . . gn and h = h1 . . . hn 
with gi , hi e Gj :A>A>; A -< Ak if i < k; A 1 ,...,A E F; and F. 
Then 
ghb = (gi ...gh1 ... h)çb 
I. - ,' 
- 	 9i'i 	. . . g3 lL :i 	 93+1 j+1 
- 	 (gj ~2...gn) 	 1 
- gj+lItj+1 	. . . gn', 
- 	 I 	 j.. 	— 1 	— 1 ' 	 I 	 j.. 	—1 	—1 \ 
- 	 ...9j+2)9J+2g3+3...9flIbj+2gfl •• . 9j+ ... 
= 9j+1 . . . gh ±1 . .. hn 
= g'bh',b. 
Hence 0 is a homomorphism 
Now let 'Y1,Y2  E F and g e G, for i = 1,2. If y1 	y, then 919.-y1972 = 9 1 . 
This follows from Theorem 2.1.2. In particular, g 'g'.y1 g-)2 E G >,1 . And hence, 
adopting the above notation, 
ker 	= {h 1 . . . 	: A 1 ,.. . , Aj E F} 
= 	 :EF)g:gE(GA:AEA\F)} 
= {g'(G 7 :yEF)g:gEW} 
and the result follows. 
In 
We now show that the generalised wreath product of finitely many p groups of 
finite exponent is a p group of finite exponent. 
Theorem 2.1.8. Let A be afinite partially ordered set and letp be prime. If GA is 
a p group of finite exponent for each A E A, then W is a p group of finite exponent. 
Moreover, W has exponent dividing HAEA  exp(GA ) where exp(C A ) denotes the 
exponent of GA. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1.1 we can extend (A, ) to a total order (A, ). We write 
A = {A 1 ,.. . , A} with A 	... A. Let g E W. There exists gi E 	for 
i = 1,...,nsuchthatg=g 1 ... g. Letx E X. Notice that for any j E N,we 
have (xg) A = x A g. In particular, 	 = 	gXP(GA) = XA where 
exp(GA) denotes the exponent of GA.  So we may write gexP(GAn) = h1 .. . 
for some hi  E G33>2> for i = 1,... ,n - 1. As above, (gexP(GAn))exP(GA,_l)  fixes 
the A_ 1 (and A) component of x. We proceed in this manner to find that 
(xgfl=1(i)) = XA for each A E A. In particular, gfl=iP(i) = 1. By 
assumption, there exists m2 E N such that exp(GA1) = pmi for each i = 1,... , n. 
So flti=1 exp(GA2) = 	m1 and g is a p element. Furthermore, W has exponent 
dividing JT- 1 exp(GA). 
2.2 The generalised wreath product is a good 
generalisation of the wreath product 
The following Theorem describes how the generalised wreath product can be seen 
to be a generalisation of the wreath product. 
Theorem 2.2.1. If (GA, XA) and (G, X,) are transitive, then 
I G, x G, 	if A, jt unrelated 
(CA , G) 	G wrjç G1. if A <ii 
I GLLWrXGA ifp<A. 
Proof. Suppose A and p are unrelated. The result now follows from Theorem 
2.1.2. 
Suppose A < jL. Since (G, X) is transitive, for each x,, e X, there exists 
E G, such that tg = x. Let K ç  W be a set of such elements g,, such that 
if g,  h, e K with g, 	h then 	 and for each x, e X, there exists 
e K such that t,L g,. = x,. 
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Let g E (GA,G). We can write g = flJ 9 1  g for some g, 1 E GA, gp E G. and 
gp1 E K and some finite set I. Define 
	
b: (GA, Gi') - G 	 = H 92g I.' fg1 
iEI 
where f(tg) = g,x for each i E I and f(x,) = 1 if x. L 	for any i E I. It 
is easy to check that & is an isomorphism. 
If p < A, then the result holds by interchanging A and p in the above argument. 
'U 
We note that if A <p we require the permutation groups (G A , XA) and (G,, X) 
to be transitive to obtain the isomorphism. This is an undesirable consequence 
of the definition. However, we can construct generalised wreath products having 
interesting properties. Below we construct the generalised wreath product of a 
cyclic group of order 2 and a cyclic group of order 6. By choosing the distinguished 
element t carefully we, obtain groups with differing properties. 
Example 2.2.2. Let A := {'y,p} with 'y < p. Let X := {1,2} and let 
C7 	(T) ç Sym{1,2} where r 	(12). Let X. := {1,2,3,4,5,6} and let 
Gil 	(a) C Sym{1,2,3,4,5,6} where a := (23)(456). We consider the gen- 
eralised wreath products W1 	wr(l,1){G7 , G,2 }, W 2 := wr( 1 , 2){G 7 , C} and 
W4 :=wr(i , 4){G 7,G,}. 
1 23 4 5 6 
S. S S S S 
w1 
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1 23 4 5 6 
0 S S • • 
1 23 4 5 6 
S S • • S 
Then 
Elements of W1 are of the form -ricri for i e {1,2} and j E {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. 
Hence IW1 I = 12. Moreover, by Theorem 4.1.2, W is abelian. 
Elements of W2 are of the form Tu1(T22)o2  for i 1 , i2 E {1, 2} and j E 
{1,2,3,4,5,6}. Hence 1W2 1 = 24. Moreover, by Theorem 4.1.2 and Theo-
rem 4.2.10, W2 is nilpotent but not abelian. 
Elements of W4 are of the form 7-u1(ri2)07-i3)02oi  for 	E {1,2} and 
j E {1, 2,3,4,5, 6}. Hence 1W4 1 = 48. Moreover, by Theorem 4.2.10 and 
Theorem 4.8.8, 14/4 is soluble but not nilpotent. 
In the case when the groups (GA, XA) are not transitive for each A E A, then 
the isomorphism in Theorem 2.2.1 cannot be used, as has been demonstrated 
in Example 2.2.2. Consequently, results known about the permutational wreath 
product cannot be extended easily to the generalised wreath product. We deal 
with overcoming this difficulty. Recall the constituent, as defined in Definition 




Now fix p e A. Let y E 	X), and let h E (GA(yAG A ) : A >— p). Write 
h = h1 . . . h where hi E GA (yA1 GA ) for some A ~! I.L. For each i = 1,. . . , n, 
there exists an epimorphism i1' : GA j - G, (y '-p 9A j I VA, CA, as defined in 
Definition 1.1.4. For each i = 1,... ,n, there exists g2 E G such that gj'j = h. 
Write g = g1 . . . g. Let z E UA>. With an abuse of notation, we can 
view z as an element of X by setting zA = t), if A <p or A and p are unrelated. 
We view (GA(yGA) A > p) as a permutation group on yAC.\ by setting 
(zh) A := (zg) A for each A > p. 
We note that the choice of g2 is not unique. If we choose g E G such that 
gb = h, then .x 2 g2 = for each x,, e Let g' . . . g. Since 
zA E yAG), for each A > p, it follows that (zg) A = (zg') A for each A > p for each 
z e flA>,yAGA. And hence the action of (CA(yAGA) A > p) on HA > YAGA is 
well defined. 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let X be a variety. Then W E X if and only if ({GA(tGA) 
A > p}, G(x,G)) E X for each p E A and each x E X. 
Proof. Let w be a law that all groups in X satisfy. 
Suppose ({GA(tGA) : A > p}, G(xG)) E X for each p E A and each x E X. 
Let gi,•••,gm  E W. For each i = 1,...,m, writeg2 = gl 	Tik where Yij eGg, 
for some pj, E A. We write, with a slight abuse of notation, w = w(g i , . . . ,g,). 
Let p E A and let x e X. We consider the p component of x and xw. If x 
for some A > p, then it is clear that (xw) = x. Suppose XA E tAGA for each 
A > p Let 	: GA -* GA(XAGA) be the natural map, as defined in Definition 
1.1.4, for each A E A. By definition, if pj ~! p then 	= y(g 3 'çb,.) for each 
y e X with y>, E XAGA for each A E A. We may assume, without loss of generality 
that, pj ~! p for each i,j since (xw) = (x'), where w' is obtained from w by 
simply omitting Tj where it appears. This follows from Definition 1.0.4, since the 
action of on y e X depends only on the A component of y where A > p. 
Now 
(xw),, = 
= (xw((g i1 , 11 ) . . . (91k'/11k), .
.. , 
(g 1 b,, 1 ) . . . (gmk;O,Lm ))) 
= x IL 
and the last equality holds since ({G A (tAGA ) : A > p}, Cp(x IL GIL )) e X. It follows 
that W e X. 
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Conversely, suppose W e X. Fix jL E A and let x E X with XA E tAG,, for each 
A > i. Let gi,•.. ,g E (G,, A > it). For each i = 1,... ,m, write g. = 
where Ti.
. 
E Gtj, for some pi, E A. Without loss of generality, we can take k as the 
same for each i = 1,... ,m. Let 	C,, —+ G,,(x,,G,,) be the natural map, as de- 
fined in Definition 1.1.4, for each A EA. Let A E A with A > I.L. We consider the A 
component of x and xw((g 1111 ) . . . (911:0PjI . . , 	 . (gmI,n,,)) As 
above, we may assume, without loss of generality that, p, ~: p for each i, j. Now, 
(xw((9 11 i 11 ) . . . (91'1),. . . , (gmi "/'izmi) .. . (gmk'c1',zmk)))A = (xw(g 1 ,. . . ,g)),, 
= X. 
The last equality holds since W E I and the result follows. 	 0 
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Chapter 3 
Some central properties 
"Situation number three; it's the one that no one sees." Jack Johnson 
In the first part of this chapter we determine the centre of the generalised wreath 
product given any partially ordered set A, any permutation groups (GA, XA) and 
any distinguished element t = (LA)AEA. This in itself is useful to know but it 
also provides an essential tool in the final chapter. For example, it is required in 
determining necessary and sufficient conditions for W to be nilpotent. 
In the second part of this chapter we look at some commutative properties of 
certain elements of the generalised wreath product W. Let IL e A and let E G. 
as defined in Definition 1.0.4. We determine the centraliser of 
3.1 The centre of the generalised wreath prod-
uct 
The centre of the wreath product of A wr y B is known. 
Theorem 3.1.1. Let (A, X) and (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups. Then 
Z(Awr y B) = (&(Z(A)wryB) 'irE H), 
the subgroup of A wr y B generated by the diagonal subgroups L(Z(A) wr y B) 
where f E L(Z(A) wr y B) if and only if 1(y) E Z(A) for each y E Y, 1(x) = 
1(y) for each x, y E Y and f(z) = 1 if z E Y \ Y where is the set of 
orbits of B on Y. 
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For a proof see Meidrum [16] 1.4.2. We give the natural analogue of the diagonal 
subgroups in the generalised wreath product. 
Notation. Fix -y E F. Let g E Z(G7) and define E SymX by (x) A := XA for 
A 	and 
. J xg ifxAEtAGforeachA> -y 
x 	if XA V LAGA for some A > . 
We let L(Z(G 7 )) denote the set of all such § that lie in W. 
Remark. If (CA, XA) is transitive for each A E A, then h E /.(Z(C.. ) )) if and 
only if h = for some h E Z(G7 ). Here we use the notation of 
Theorem 2.1.5. 
It turns out that the subgroups /.(Z(G. ) )), -y e F, lie in the centre of W. 
Theorem 3.1.2. If y e F, then z(Z(C ) )) c Z(W). 
Proof. Let w E A. Let h E C and define h E 	as it is defined in Definition 
1.0.4. Let E (Z(C.,,)). Let x E X. We consider all the cases. 
I. Ifw='yandx =t foreachA> -y, then 
= (xh-1 ifA')_i 
- (xh 19' if A = 
- 	 ifA) g 
- (x 7h 1 9 1 h if A = 
- 	 ifA 	g 
- (x 7h 19'hg if A = 
- 	 ifA$ 
= X. 
The last equality holds as g e Z(G). 
2. Ifw = -y; X), e tAG,, for each A >-y; but x,, =L for some A >7, then 
- (xg' i A = 
- 	x,, 	ifA) 
- (x. ) g' ifA='y'\.. 
- 	x,, 	ifA) 
= X. 
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If w > y; x E tGA for each A > -y; and XA = tA for each A > w, then 
if A = w 
= 	 jfAW) 9 
(xwh_1 ifA=w 





If w > y; x j,, E tAGA for each A > 'y; and XA 34 tX for some A > w, then 
= xh 
(x7g 1 ifA='y\ 
- 	ifA) 
- (x ),g 1 ifA='y'\ 
- XA 
= X. 
If w > 'y; 
	
	IAGA for some w > A > 'y; and x = L), for each A > w, then 
(xh' if A = w 
/xIr' ifA=w 
= 	 ifAw) 
=xg 
= X. 











If W, -y are unrelated; XA E t.\G,\ for each A > 'y; and XA = tA for each A > w, 
then 
--1 	 (xh' if A = w 
XA 
xh g hg = 	
if A 	) 
g hg 
fxh' ifA=w 
= ( xg' ifA='y 	Jh 
ifAw,'yJ 
- (xg' ifA= 
- 
X. 
If w, 'y are unrelated; XA E tGA for each A > ; and XA t, for some A > w, 
then 
= 
- (x 7g 1 ifA=\ 
- ifA) 
- (x ),9 1 ifA= = XA ifA) 9 X. 
If w,'y are unrelated; XA V IAGA for some A >-y; and XA = t), for each A> w, 
then 
--- 	(xh' ifA=w \ xh g hg 
=XA 	if A74W) 	hg 
(x/r' ifA=w\. 
- ifAw) g 
= xg 
= X. 






And hence {1, = 1. Since W = 	: A E A) it follows that § E Z(W). 	D 
If (GA, XA) is transitive for each A E A, then we find that Z(W) = (L(Z(G 7)) 
e F). See Corollary 3.1.8; This is expected in light of Theorem 2.2.1. However 
this is. not the case when the groups (GA, XA) are not transitive. We find that the 
subgroups L(H), as described below, also lie in Z(W). 
Notation. Fix j2 E A \ F. Let H,, := {g e Z(G L ) : yg = y for each y e tG}. 
Let g E H. and define E SymX by (x.) A := XA for A 0 t and 
(x 	.- { 
xg if XA E tAGA for each A > 
x 	if XA tAG.), for some A> p. 
Let A(H) denote the set of all such § that lie in W. 
Remark. Fix ji E A \ F and let g E G. If (Ga , X) is transitive, then yg = 
for each y e tAGI, = X,.L implies g = 1. And hence L(H,) = {1} if (G,X) is 
transitive. 
Theorem3.1.3. Let ji E A \ F, then z(H) c Z(w). 
Proof. Let w E A. Let § e L(H). Let h e G,, and define h E 	as it is defined 
in Definition 1.0.4. Let x E X. We consider all the cases. 
1. Ifw=ji; XA=t), foreach A>ji; andx 	then 
= (xh ifA=) i 
- (x/r' ifA=p\. 
T 	 ifAji) 
=xg 
= X. 
Ifw=p; XA=LA foreachA>p; andx, tG,then 
= (xh ifA=P)_ i 
- (xh 19 1 if A = IL 
- 	 ifAp) 
- (xh 1g'h if A = it 
- 	 ifALp 9 
- (xh'g'hg if A = p 
- 	 ifAp 
= X. 
The last equality holds since g E Z(G,). 
If w = p; x e LAGA  for each A > p; and x 	t for some A > p, then 




Ifw=p;x EtAGAforeachA>p;x, 	tG; andxtAforsomeA>p, 
then 
= 
- (Xp9 1 ifA=p 
- 	ifAp) 
- (xg 1 ifA=p\,. 
= 	p ifA) 9 






Ifw > ; xA E tAGA for each A > j; and,xA = tA for each A> w, then 
/ xh' if A w 
	
xli g hg 
= 	 ifAw) 	
hg 
- (xh' ifA=w'\_-,. 








= ( x,g' 
\ X,\ 
_ ( xg' 
= X. 
if A 
= if A w ) 
ifA=w 
ifA=j 	Jh 
if Aw,j J 
ifA=t 
ifA4p 





If w > i; X), E t),G), for each A > j; x 	t,G; and X), 	t, for some A > w, 
then 
x1_1i 	= 
- (xg' if A = It 
- 	x ), 	ifAIt) 
- (xg' ifA=It\. = kXA ifAIt) 9 X. 
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If w > jt; XA LAGA for some w > A > p; and XA = LA for each A > w, then 
--1 	 / xh' if A = w 
xh g hg = 	
XA 	if A 	
) g hg 
- (xIr' ifA=w'\—.. 
XX - 	 .fA)h9 
=xg 
= X. 










If w <ji and XA = t.>, for each A > w, then 
--1 	 / xh' if A = 
xh g hg 	
x >, 	if A L  w 
) 
g hg 
- (xh 1 ifA=w\—.. 
- 	 ifAw) 
=xg 
= X. 
If w <ji; xj>, E LAG), for each A > ji; and X), L), for some A > w, then 









 g hg = g hg 
- (x,g' ifA=1'\ 
- 	XA 	ifA) 
g 
- (xg ifA=1i = XA ifA) X. 





If w, y are unrelated; A e LAG.>, for each A > ; and XA = LA for each A > w, 
then 
--u_ 1 — 	( x,,h' if A = w 
	
xli g hy = 
	
hg 
- (x,h' ifA=w — 
 
. 
- 	 ifAw)h9 
=xg 
= X. 
If w, ,u are unrelated; A E LAG.>, for each A > j; x. V tG; and A = LA for 
each A> w, then 
--u_ 1 — 	( xh' if A = w xh g hg = 
fxh' ifA=w 
= 	x,g' ifA=ji 	Jh 
if A 
- (x,g' ifA=/2 
- 	xA 	ifAL pg 
= X. 







If w,p are unrelated; XA E tAGA for each A > p; x, 	tG,; and XA tA for 





- (xg' ifA=p. 
=
XA ifAp) 9 
X. 
If w, p are unrelated; XA  V tAGA for some A> p; and x,, = tA for each A > w, 
then 
--1 (xh' if A = w xh g hg = 	
if A 	) 
g hg
XA 
- (xh' ifA=w - 
- 	 ifA,) g 
=xg 
= X. 





And hence [h,J = 1. Since W = (C.>, A E A) it follows that e Z(W). 	E 
Corollary 3.1.4. (/(H), z.(Z(G >,)) : p E A \ F, 'y E F) C Z(W) 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1.2 and Theorem 3.1.3. 	U 
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We now consider the converse of Corollary 3.1.4. 
Theorem 3.1.5. Z(W) c (z(H), z(Z(G 7 )) : tt E A \ F, 'y E F). 
Proof. We note that, by Lemma 2.1.1, we can extend (A, <) to a total order 
(A, ). Let Ii e Z(W). We shall show the following. 
 
Forfixed p E A, if x,y E X with x = Y,t and XA e yG,\ for each A> IL, 
then (xh) = 
For fixed 'y E F, if Y 	{x e X : X), e LAG.,, for each A > y}, then there 
exists h e Z(G) such that (xh),, = xh for each x E 1<., and (xh) = 	for 
each xeX\Y. 
For. fixed p E A \ F, if Y1, := { x E X : XA E tAGA for each A > i}, then 
there exists h E H, such that (xh). = x 1 h for each x E Y, and (xh) = 
for eachx EX\} L . 
1. Let x E X with x,, E 	Suppose, for a contradiction, that (xh),. 0 x. So 
we have XA E t.)GA for each A > ,u (otherwise ii acts trivially on the p component 




for some y E X with the orbit yG consisting of more than one element. 
We note that y, = x E 	and that (yui) = (xii) 	= y,. Let S 
o(y) fl {A E A : w < Al. We note that, since o(y) C a(x) U {} is finite, S 
is finite. Write S = {,.. . ,w,} with w 1 -< ... - wk. For each i E {1,.. . 
choose ft e G such that yf = t and define 7i E Z7, j as it is defined in 
Definition 1.0.4. Now choose f E Ca., such that 	Y. and define f E G, as it 
is defined in Definition 1.0.4. Define 	fk... flff ' ... J'. That is, 
z ifz)yAforsomeA>w - 




- zf ifA=w. 
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-We note that (Y)w = Ywf Yw and in particular y 	y. Also (yh)§ = yh since 
(yh), y y, and p > w. So we have 
Y.ii = (yi y/i = (yh)j = yk. 
A contradiction. 
Let x, y E X with x1, = y, and XA E yG for each ) > p. Suppose, for 
a contradiction, that (xh) 1. 0 (yl,).  So we have XA, y. E tAGA for each ) > p 
(otherwise Ii acts trivially on the p component of x and y). Define x', y' e X by 
(x,)A-{ XA 
if.\>p 
- tA otherwise 
and 
Il/A ifA>p 
= t otherwise. 
Notice that 	= x,. = YA = y and (x'i) = (xii),., 	(yh), = (y'ii). Let 
S := (a(x') Ua(y')) \ {p}. We note that, since a(x') 9 a(x) and a(y') c a(y) 
are finite, S is finite. So write S = {v 1 ,. . . , Vk} with v 1 -< ... -< vk. For each 
i e {1, . . . , k}, choose f, gj e G 2 with x',.f. = t and tv1 gj = y. And define 
	
as it is defined in Definition 1.0.4. Define := 	. .. 	... g. Then 
= y' and (z. = z, for any z E X. Now 
(x'h), = (y'i), 	(x'ii), = (x'h). 
A contradiction. 
It is clear that (xh) = x, for each x E X \ Y 1 . It is also clear that there exists 
h e G. such that 	= yh for each y E [t] 	Y. Now let x e Y. Define 
y e X by 
. _fx ifA=-y 
t 	ifA. 
Then y E [t] 7 C Y and x 7  = y7. By part 2, (xll) ) = (yh) 7 = yh = xh. That 
is to say that there exists h E G- such that (xli)-,, = x,,h for each x E Y. It 
remains to show h E Z(G,,). Let g e G. and define jj e C-,, 9 W as it is defined 
in Definition 1.0.4. Fix x..1 E X..,, and define x e Y,, by 
. fx ifA=y 
A 	 ifA$7 
Note that, by part 1, (xh)A = tA for each A > -y. Thus 
= (x[, h]).,, = x7 [g, h]. 
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This holds for each x-1 E X, and hence h E Z(G). 
4. In exactly the same way as in part 3 we have that (xh),. = x 1 , for each x E X\Y, 
and there exists h E Z(G,) such that (xii),. = x,.h for each x E Ym . By part 1, 
we have that x,.h = x for each x E t,.C,. and hence h E H. as required. This 
completes the proof of part 4. 
Now, there exists A 1 ,.. . , A7, E A such that Ii E (G,,. . . , G). By part 3 and 
part 4, for each i = 1,. . . , n there exists hi in Z(GA) or H 1 depending on whether 
A 2 is a minimal element or not such that Ii = h 1 ... h where h2 e W defined by 
(xiij ).x = x, for each A A 2 and 
- 	I xh2 ifx,, E tAG.,, for each A> A 2 (xhj)A2 ._ 
XA j 	if XA LAGA for some A> A 
for each i = 1,... ,n. We note that h2 lies in either L(Z(GA)) or z.(HA 2 ) de- 
pending on whether A i is a minimal element or not. Thus h =h, . . . hn E 
(L(H,.), L(Z(G 7 )) : p e A \ F, 'y e F) as required. This completes the proof. D 
This leads us to the main result of this chapter. 
Corollary 3.1.6. Z(W) = ((H,.),z(Z(G ) )) : t E A\I','y E F). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 3.1.4 and Theorem 3.1.5. 	U 
Example 3.1.7. Recall Example 2.2.2. We identify the subgroups L(H,.) and 
(Z(G7)) in W1 , W2 and W4 . 
For W1 , L(H,.) = {1,a,a2 ,a 3 ,a4 ,0-5 } and L(Z(G)) = {1,r}. Hence 
Z(W 1 ) ={roi : i= 1,2 andj = 1,...,61= W1 and W1 is abelian. 
For W2 , i.(H,.) = { 1,0.2 ,0.4 } and L(Z(G)) = {1,rr°}. Hence Z(W 2 ) = 
{ri(Ti)ao.i : i = 1,2 and j = 2,4,61 cw2 . 
And for W4 , L(H,.) = 11, a3 } and z(Z(G. ),)) {1, rrT}. Hence Z(W 4 ) = 
: i 1,2 and j = 3,61 ç w4 . 
Corollary 3.1.8. If (G A , XA) is transitive for each A E A, then 
Z(W) = ((Z(G7 )) : 'y E F). 
Proof. Firstly notice that i.(H,.) = {1} if (G,., X,.) is transitive. The result now 
follows from Corollary 3.1.6. 	 LI 
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We find, as a Corollary of Corollary 3.1.8, necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the generalised wreath product W to have non trivial centre in the case where 
the permutation groups (GA , XA), A E A, are transitive. 
Corollary 3.1.9. Suppose (G A , XA) is a non trivial transitive permutation group 
for each A E A. Then W has non trivial centre if and only if F is non empty and 
there exists 'y E F such that G7 has non trivial centre; {A E A: A > -y} is finite; 
and GA is finite for each A > 'y. 
Proof. We first note that, since (GA, XA) is transitive, GA is finite if and only if 
XA is finite. 
Suppose F is non empty and there exists 'y E F such that G7 has non trivial centre; 
{A E A: A > 'y} is finite; and GA is finite for each A > . Let E Z(G.>,) \ {1}. 
We note that, since {A E A : A > 'y} is finite and GA is finite for each A > 'y, 
X,...., is finite. Let h := fl[x]€x 
,4h[xJ). as described in Theorem 2.1.5. By the 
remark to Theorem 2.1.5, it is easy to see that (xh). ). = x7 h7 for each x E X. 
Hence h E z(Z(G7 )). Corollary 3.1.8 implies h E Z(W) and W has non trivial 
centre. 
Conversely, suppose W has non trivial centre. It is immediate from Corollary 
3.1.8 that F is non empty and Z(G) is non trivial for some 'y  E F. Let E:= {a E 
F : Z(G,) {1}}. Suppose, for a contradiction, that either {A E A : A > a} 
is infinite or there exists A > a with CA infinite for each a e E. That is to say 
X is infinite for each a E E. Fix a E E. We note that if h E L(Z(G)), then 
h fl[x]cX h" for some h0. E Z(Ga ). Since X is infinite, it follows that 
h = 1 and hence h = 1. Thus z(Z(G)) = { 1}. This holds for each a e E. Now 
Corollary 3.1.8 implies that W has trivial centre, a contradiction. Hence there 
exists 'y E F such that C7 has non trivial centre; {A E A : A > y} is finite; and 
GA is finite for each A > 'y. This completes the proof. El 
We use Corollary 3.1.8 to obtain necessary conditions on A and (GA, XA) for W 
to have the property that every non trivial subgroup of W has non trivial centre 
when (GA , XA) is transitive for each A E A. 
Theorem 3.1.10. Suppose (GA, XA) is a non trivial transitive permutation group 
for each A e A. Suppose W has the property that every non trivial subgroup of 
W has non trivial centre, then 
1. GA has non trivial centre for each A E A; 
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every chain in A is finite; 
{AEA:A>/i} is finite for each ji.EA; and 
G,, is finite for each A E A\F. 
Proof. 1. Since GA is isomorphic to a non trivial subgroup of W, C), has non 
trivial centre. 
Let E ç A be a chain in A, let H := (G : a E E) and let Y := fl X. 
By Corollary 3.1.8, Z(H) = (z(Z(G)) 'y E E is a minimal element of E) and, 
by assumption, Z(H) is non trivial. So E has minimal elements. Since E is 
totally ordered, E must have a unique minimal element, 'y say. Suppose, for a 
contradiction, that E is infinite. It follows that Y is infinite. We note that 
if h E (Z(G)), then h := JJ(y] E Y 	for some h y E Z(C7 ). Since Y 
is infinite, it follows that h.7 = 1 and hence h = 1. Thus, by Corollary 3.1.8, 
Z(H) = L(Z(G 7 )) = { 1}. A contradiction. Hence E is finite. 
FixE Aand1et:={aEA:a>}. LetH:=(G :cTE)and 
let Y := flEE X. Suppose, for a contradiction, that E is infinite. Then Y is 
infinite. As in the proof of part 2, this yields a contradiction. Hence E is finite. 
Let /1 E A \ F. Fix w E A with w < jt, let H := (GA : A > w) and let 
Y := 	X),. Suppose, for a contradiction, that G. is infinite. Since (G, X) 
is transitive, X1 is also infinite. And since w < i, it follows that Y, is infinite. 
As in the proof of 2, this yields a contradiction. Hence G, is finite. 
This result is particularly important in Chapter 4.2 to find necessary conditions 
for W to be nilpotent. We note that if C is a non trivial nilpotent group, then C 
satisfies the property that every non trivial subgroup of C has non trivial centre. 
Also, if C is a ZA group then C satisfies this property and Theorem 3.1.10 proves 
to be useful in Chapter 4.4. 
3.2 Centralisers of certain elements 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let A be a partially ordered set and let (G),, X),) be a non trivial 
transitive permutation group for each A E A. Fix p E A. Let g1. E G \ {1} and 
define T,, E as it is defined in Definition 1.0.4. Then h E CG() if and only 
if 
t.)h([t].\ ) ). = t, for each A > jt; 
h([t],) E Cc(g); and 
if A < IL then 	= h([x]A)A for each x E X. 
Here, by Theorem 2.1.5, we write h = 	 eX  (h([x])P1 
'h(Lx], 
1 
Proof. Suppose h E C(). We show conditions 1,2 and 3 hold. 
Since 	1 there exists y 	X. such that ypg 1. 	 y. Let x E [t],. with 
X m = y. In particular x E [t].\ (and [x] A = ELl A ) for each A > p. And since 
only affects the component of x non trivially, x 	[t} (and [X]A =[t]A)  for 
each A > p. Now 
	
if A = p 	/ ygh([x]. if A = p 
tA h([t]A ) A 	if A > /1 = 	t>h([x]A)A 	if A > ii 
\ x ) h([xg] \ ) ), otherwise J \ XAh([4 FjA)A otherwise 
/ypgp ifA=p \ 
= I 	ifA>p Jh 
X), 	otherwise I 
=xh 
= xh 
/ yh([x}. if A = p 
= I t\h([XJ))) if A > /2 
\ xh([x].>),\ otherwise ) 
/ yh([t]) 	if A = p. 
= ( th([t]) if A > p 	) 
\ xh([x} )\ otherwise I 
/z, 	ifA=p 
= ( th([t]) 	if A > p 
\ XAh([XIA)A otherwise 
where 
- 5 y,h([t],) 	if tA h([t]A ) A 	t, for some A > p 
yh([t})g if tAh([t]A)A = LA for each A> 
Now, ypg,2 	y,, implies that ygh([t],,) 	y,h([t],2 ),. It follows that Zp 
yh([t]). Hence z = yh([t]),g, and tA h([t]A ) A = LA for each A > p. 
Let x E [tIp. As above, we have that xgh([t]) = xh([t])g. Hence 
h([t]),. E C0(g). 
LetxEXandletw<p. Lety€XanddefineyeXby 
ifA=w 
XA if Aw. 
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= yh([x]A ). 
The fourth equality holds since 	acts trivially on the w component of y. This 
holds for each y,, E X, hence h([x]), 
Conversely, suppose conditions 1,2 and 3 hold. Let x e X. Suppose XA = i for 
each A > j.i. Then 
ifA=t \ 
xh = ( t 	ifA> 	)h 
X), otherwise J 
( xgh([x],. if A = IL 
if A > i 
\ xh([xg],),. 	otherwise 
/ xgh([t]) 	if A = IL 
= I t.\h([tj.\ ) ) if A > i 
\ x x h([xg,j A ) A otherwise 
/ x,h([t],),g, if A = 
= I 	 ifA> it 
\ x.\h([x].\ ), 	otherwise 
/ xh([i],1 ),, if A = ji 
= I t 	ifA>j 	J 
\ x \h([x) ), otherwise 
(xh([t], if A = j 
= ( th([t ) ) 	if A > I 	I iz 
\ x,h([x] otherwise I 
/xh([x] 	ifA= 	\ 
= 	h([x]A)A if A > 
\ xAh([x],\).,, otherwise J 
xh. 
The third equality holds since (x)A = LA for each A > i; the fourth equality 
holds by conditions 1,2 and 3; the sixth equality holds by condition 1; and the 
penultimate equality holds since XA = LA for each A > /2. 
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Suppose XA tA for some A > p. Then 
xh = xh 
= (xAh([x]A)A)AEA 
(xh([x] A ) A ) AEA  
= xh 
The third equality holds by condition 1. Hence h E Cc(). This completes the 
proof. 	 Li 
Corollary 3.2.2. Let A = {A, p} with A <p and suppose (GA, XA) and (G,, X) 
are non trivial transitive permutation groups. Let g,, E G1 \ {1}. Then 
Cw() = { h E W: h([x],),2 E CQM (gp) and h([x]A)), = h([x]A)A for each x e X}. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.2.1. 	 El 
Hence,,as expected, there is a strong link between Corollary 3.2.2 and Meldrum 
[16] 2.2.1 which we state below. 
Theorem 3.2.3. Let (A, X) and (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups. Let 
bEB. Then 
CA wry B(b) = {dc: c e C(b), and d is constant on all orbits of (b)}. 
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Chapter 4 
Classes of groups 
"Situation number four; the one that left you wanting more." Jack 
Johnson 
In the remainder of the thesis we are concerned with the following question. 
Question. Given a class of groups X, can we find necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for the generalised wreath product to lie in X? 
We consider the class of abelian groups; nilpotent groups; locally nilpotent groups; 
ZA groups; residually nilpotent groups; locally boundedly nilpotent groups; bounded 
Engel groups; soluble groups; and locally soluble groups. 
4.1 Abelian groups 
Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups. We consider the wreath 
product A wrB. Since B is non trivial, there exists a B orbit Z of Y that 
contains more than one element. Let x, y E Z with x y. There exists b E B 
such that x = ylr'. Let a E A \ {1} and choose f E A ( ') with f(x) = 1 and 
f(y) = a. Then 
b 1 fb(y) = f(yb') = f(s) = 1 a = f(y). 
In particular b 1 fb 	f and Awr y B is not abelian. And so we obtain the 
following Theorem. 
Theorem 4.1.1. Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups. Then 
A wr y B is not abelian. 
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However this is not the case in the generalised wreath product when the groups 
(GA , X\ ) need not be transitive. This is highlighted in Example 2.2.2. In fact, we 
can formulate the following Theorem. 
Theorem 4.1.2. W is abelian if and only if GA is abelian for each A E A and 
tAGA = {tA} for each A E A \ F. 
Proof. Suppose W is abelian. Since G, is isomorphic to a, subgroup of W, it 
follows that GA is abelian for each A e A. Suppose, for a contradiction, that 
there exists 1L E A \ F such that 	{t}. Choose x, E LAGA with x4 
Choose g e G,, such that x 1 g, = t and define y. E T7,, as defined in Definition 
1.0.4. Since p is not a minimal element, we can choose A E A with A <. Since 
(GA , XA) is non trivial there exists XA E XA and g E GA such that xg 	x. 
Define j E G., as defined in Definition 1.0.4. Define x e X by 
x1 ifw=t 
	
XW 	XA ifw=A 
I ifwbt,A. 
Then 
ft ifw= 	\ 




= 	( X ifw=A 
\tj ifwp,AJ 
ft. ifw=t 
= 	(XA9A 	ifw=A 
\t,, ifwt,A. 
A contradiction since xg 	X. Hence we must have tAGA = {tA} for each non 
minimal element A of A as required. 
Conversely, suppose GA is abelian for each A E A and LAGA = {tA} for each 
A E A \ F. Let A, p E A and let 9A E GA and gp, E G. Define A  E GA and 
E G, as defined in Definition 1.0.4. 
If A = j, then [A ] = 1 since GA GA is abelian (and the isomorphism follows 
from Lemma 1.0.5). 
If A and p are unrelated, then [A ] = 1 by Theorem 2.1.2. 
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Suppose A <u. In particular ji is not a minimal element and hence tMG, = {t} 
and [t]A C [t]. Let x E X. We have three cases. 
Suppose x e [t]A. So x = 1 and (x),. = xgp = tAgJA = t,.= X p . In 
particular 11,, acts trivially on x. Also, xgT E [L]A and in the same manner 9 ,
A
acts 
trivially on xy. It follows that rr[A, ] = X. 
Suppose x e 	\ [t],. Since tG 	{t} and the fact that 	only affects the 
ji component non trivially, it follows that xg E [t] \ [t]A. Hence 	acts trivial!y 
on x and xg A and it follows that x[y,, j = x. 
Suppose x E X \ [t],2 . Then both 	and g,, act trivially on x and it follows 
that x[,] = x. 
We have shown that [, glj = 1 for any A, it E A and any 	G, E G. Since 
W = 	: A E A), we have that W is abelian. This completes the proof. 	U 
We obtain the following Corollary. This is the expected extension, in light of 
Theorem 2.2.1, of the fact that the wreath product A wr y B of two non trivial 
permutation groups (A, X), (B, Y) is not abelian. 
Corollary 4.1.3. Let (GA, XA) be non trivial transitive permutation groups for 
each A E A. Then W is not abelian. 
) 
Proof. Firstly note that A\F is non empty since A is connected and contains more 
than one element. Let A E A \ 1'. Since (GA , XA)  is non trivial, X,, contains more 
than one element. Hence tAGA = XA {tA}, where the first equality follows since 
(GA , XA) is transitive. And Theorem 4.1.2 implies that W is not abelian. Li 
4.2 Nilpotent groups 
We have just seen in the previous section that the generalised wreath product 
of non trivial transitive permutation groups is never abelian. A generalisation of 
the abelian property is the nilpotent property. We see that we can find examples 
of the generalised wreath product being nilpotent. See Example 2.2.2 for an 
example. We can also find examples when the generalised wreath product of non 
trivial transitive permutation groups is nilpotent. 
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In this section we are concerned with developing necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the generalised wreath product to be nilpotent. Extending results known 
about the wreath product, we obtain a complete characterisation of the nilpotent 
generalised wreath product. - 
The nilpotent wreath product attracted the attention of Meldrum, Scott and 
Ljeskovacs. We state some known results, emanating from their work, regarding 
the nilpotency of the permutational wreath product. The proofs of these theorems 
can be found in Meldrum [16]. 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let (A,X), (B,Y) be non trivial permutation groups. If the 
wreath product A wr y B is nilpotent then all the orbits of B on Y are finite. 
It follows immediately from Theorem 4.2.1 that if (B, Y) is transitive and A wr y B 
is nilpotent, then B is finite. 
Theorem 4.2.2. Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups, where B 
is finite and transitive on Y. Then A wr y B is nilpotent if and only if for some 
prime p, A and B are p groups and A is nilpotent of finite exponent. 
Theorem 4.2.3. LetrE N, r>2. Forl < i < r, letn2 ~! 1. And let IYiI p2i 
for i > 2. Then C,,n 1 Wry2 C2 wry3 . . . wry Cpnr is nilpotent and 
cl(Cn i wry2 Cpn2 Wry3 . . . wry,. Cpnr) = pi=2(fl2)'(p + (p - 1)(ni - 1)) 
where C,n is the cyclic group of order pfl  and cl(Cni Wry2 Cn 2 wry3 . . . wry,. Cpnr) 
denotes the nilpotency class of C,n i wry2 Cpn2 wry3 . . . wry,. Cpnr. 
The following Lemma is a well known result. We provide a straightforward proof. 
Lemma 4.2.4. Let G be a group and let N be a normal subgroup of G such that 
N is contained in some group of a finite ascending central series for G and the 
quotient group C/N is nilpotent. Then C is nilpotent 
Proof. Suppose C/N is nilpotent of class c and suppose that N C Gd for some 
c, d E N. Let go,  gi, . . . , 9c+d E G. We have 1 = [go, gi,... , g]N, which implies 
that [go, g',. . . , g ] e N ç Cd. So 
[90,91,... ,9c+dJ = [[90,91,... ,9cJ,9c+i, . .. ,9c+] E C0 = {1} 
and hence C is nilpotent. 
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The transitive case 
We find a complete characterisation of the nilpotent generalised wreath product. 
We use the fact that a non trivial nilpotent group satisfies the property that any 
non trivial subgroup has non trivial centre. Theorem 3.1.10 suggests that we will 
require A to have finite chains; the set {A E A: A> 'y} to be finite for each 'y E F; 
and GA to be finite for each A e A \ F where F denotes the set of all minimal 
elements of A. It turns out that we do indeed need these conditions, along with 
a few more. 
Theorem 4.2.5. Suppose (GA, XA) is transitive for each A e A. Suppose there 
exists a prime p such that 
every chain in A is finite and the lengths of all chains in A are bounded; 
for each 'y E F, {A E A : 7 :!~ A} is a.finite set and sizes of the sets 
{A e A : 	Al, 'y e F, are bounded (by m say); 
GA is a finite p group for each A E A \ F and G7 is a nilpotent p group of 
finite exponent for each e F; 
the nilpotency classes of GA,  A e A, are bounded (by c say); 
the exponents of GA,  A e A \ 1, are bounded (by n say); and 
the orders of GA,  A E A \ F, are bounded (by r say). 
Then W is nilpotent. 
Proof. Suppose conditions 1 - 6 hold. Let {1} = W0 9 W1 c ... c W ç 
be the upper central series of W. Fix 'yE F and let h E (G..,,)', the normal 
closure of G in W, and let (h) denote the cyclic group generated by h. We 
define H := (h, {GA : A E A such that 'y < A}). We note that, by Meldrum [16] 
7.4.3, H (h) wry (GA : A E A such that 'y < A) where Y = fl<A XA the direct 
product. Thus, if j := rrn (rm)! ,  then 
HI = I(h)I'I(G A : A E A such that y < A)I 
< exp(G.),)' 1"I(GA : A E A such that 'y < A)I 
< exp(G)Ili'<A" ) l(I J1XAI)! 
rm < n(rm)! 
=3 
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byconditions 2 - 6, noting I (GA : A E A such that 'y < A)I 	(I fl<A XAI)! since 
(GA : A e A such that 'y < A) can be thought of as a permutation group on 
[I7<A XA. Now, by Theorem 2.1.8, H is a finite p group and is hence nilpotent 
of nilpotency class at most j which is independent of and h. That is to say 
[go, . . , g3 ] = ifor any go, .. , g3 E H. 
Let K := (GA : A E A such that A and 'y unrelated) and let L 	(GA : A E 
A such that 'y 	A). We note that [(h)w,K] = {1} and, since 'y is a minimal 
element, W = (K,L). So if g E W, there exist 	EL and k 1 ,... ,k e K 
such that g = 11 k 1 . . . 	We recall Hall's identities; [g, hk] = [g, k][g, h]k 
and [gh,k] = [g ,k]z[h,k] for all g,h,k E W. Let I E (h)w, 	E Land 
let k l ,...,kw E K. Then, using Hall's identities repeatedly and the fact that 
[(h)w, K] = {1}, we have that [I, 11 k 1 . . . l,k] = [I, I][I, l_i]'w . . . [1 1  1i]121w.  We 
claim that if g,.. . , g, E W then [h, g',. , 9v] = fl[fj0,. .. , fj] for some 
finite set I and f, f0 . . . f E L for each i E I. We proceed by induction on 
v. Write 9i = 11 k 1 . . . I,,,k,, for some 1 j ,-- - ,1w E L and some k 1 , . . . , k E K. 
Then [h,g1 ] = [h,I][h,l_i ] hb0 . . .[h,1 1 ] 12tw, as required. Now let g',... ,9v E 
W and suppose [h,g1 , . . . , g] = fJ[fj,.. . , fj,jf for some finite set I and 
f, E L for each i E I. Write 1 [h,g1 , . . . , g] E (h)' and 9v+1 = 
1 1 k 1 . . . lw kw for some 11, . . . , I E L and some k 1 ,... , k,, E K. Then 
[h,g1 ,. . . , 9v,9v+i] = [I,I1k1 . 
121w. 
Noting that I = 	. , fivlfi and using Hall's identities, this can easily be 
written in the desired form. 
If 91,. . . , g3 E (GA : A E A \ {y}) then .fZ0 ,f21 ,.. . , fj E H for each i E I 
and so Vio  fil . . . , fij  = 1 since H is nilpotent of class at most j and hence 
[h,g1 , . . . ,g] = 1. We call this identity (*). 
Suppose h E (Z(G))w. Then, by Lemma 2.1.4 parts 1 and 2, [(h) 1'', (G7)w] 
{1}. Let 91,.. . , gj E W. By Theorem 2.1.3, there exist li,. . . , j-, E (G)' and 
h1 ,. . . , h E (GA : A E A\{'y}) such that g2 = fihi for each i = 1,... ,j. We claim 
that [h, 91,.. . , gj = [h, h1 ,... , h,]. We proceed by induction. We first note that 
[h,g1 ] = [h,f1 h1 ] = [h,h1 J[h,11 ] h1 = [h,h1 ]. 
The second equality follows from Hall's identities and the final equality follows 
since [(h)', (G ),) W] = { 1}. Now suppose for some r E {1,. . . , j - 1}, we have 
WI 
[h,gi ,...,gr]=[h,hi ,...,hr]. Then 
[h,gi ,... ,g+i} = [[h,9,.. .,9r],gr+i] 
[[h,h1 ,. . . , hrl,fr+ihr+iI 
t 	i = [[h,h1 ,. . . , hr],hr+i][[h,hi ,... ,hr], jr+ij h,.1  
[[h,h1 ,.. . , hr],'hr+i] 
= [h) h1 ,. . . , hri}. 
The second equality follows by induction; the third equality follows from Hall's 
identities; and the fourth equality follows since [(h)', (G7)w} = {1} noting that 
[h, h1 , .. . , hr] E (h)w. This completes the induction. And it follows, from (*), 
that [h,g1 ,...,g3 ] = [h,h1 ,. ..,h] = 1. 
Now fix s E N and suppose h E (Z3+l (G ) ))'. Let 91,... ,9j E W and write 
gi = fh2 for each i = 1, . . . , j for some fi,. . . ,f (G 7)' and h1 , . . . , h E 
(G : A E A \ {'y}). Let b : W -p  W1(Z 8 (G))',g I,. 9(8())W We 
note that 0 is a homomorphism. By Lemma 2.1.4 parts 1 and 2, we have 
that [(Z3+1(G))', (G,7 )wI C (Z8 (G ),))'. And hence [(Z8+1(G))', (C)WJ = 
[(Z8+1(G7))', (G.),)'] 4' = 1. Using induction in precisely the same manner as 
above we find that [h,g1 ,. . . , g]',b = [g, h1 ,.. . , hj jO = 1. The second equality 
follows from (*). Hence [h,g1 ,. . . , gj] E (Z3 (G))'. 
We claim that if h e (Z8 (G7))', then [h,91 ,... ,gj} = 1 for any gi, . . . ,g E W. 
We have shown that this is true for s = 1. We proceed by induction. Suppose 
that [9,9',... ,g] = 1 for each g e (Zs (G.) ))' and any 91,... 9j8 E W. Let 
h E (ZS+l (G ) )) 1' and let 9',... ,9j(s+1) E W. Then 
[h,g,,... , 9j(s+1)] = [[h,g1 , . . . , 9js},9js+i,... , 9+1] = 1 
where the last equality holds by induction noting that [h,g,,... , g] (Z3 (G.,,))''. 
Hence [h,g,, . . . ,9c1(G)j] = 1 for any g,... ,9c1(G.y)j  E Wand any h E C. In par-
ticular, [h,g,,.. . , g,] = 1 for any 9', . .. , gj E W, h e G.,. As cj is independent 
of the choice of 'y E F, it follows that G- c W 3 for each 'y E F. 
For each i E N, let Qj be the set of i maximal elements of A. Let Hi = (G : A E 
1). We show that H is nilpotent for each i E N. We proceed by induction on i. 
Firstly, we note that H, = flAE - i  GA, which is nilpotent being the direct product 
of nilpotent groups of bounded nilpotency class. Suppose that H2_ 1 is nilpotent. 
Let Ni be the smallest normal subgroup of Hi which contains (GA : A E Ili\Ilj-1). 
Now Proposition 2.1.7 implies H/N H_ 1 which is nilpotent by assumption. 
Since 1I \ 	is contained in the set of minimal elements of Q j, there exists 
Cj e N such that (GA: A e fl \ 1l_) C (H), where (H) is the cth term of 
the upper central series of H2 . Since (H) is a normal subgroup of H, we have 
Ni 9 (H2). Hence, by Lemma 4.2.4, H2 is nilpotent. By condition 1, it follows 
that W is nilpotent. D 
Corollary 4.2.6. Suppose (G A , XA) is transitive for each A E A and conditions 
1 - 6 of Theorem 4.2.5 hold. Then W is nilpotent of nilpotency class at most 
kcn" ( rm)!. 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 4.2.5, we have that W is nilpotent of nilpotency 
class at most > 	C where c1 = c and Cj :!~ rm(rm)! for each i = 1,. . . , k. The 
result follows. Li 
Lemma 4.2.7. Let A be a finite partially ordered set of size n + 1 with a unique 
minimal element, -y say, and let (GA, XA) be transitive for each A E A. Suppose 
there exists a prime p such that GI
, 
 is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent and 
GA is a finite p group for each A E A \ {y} and let W denote the generalised 
wreath product. Then W is nilpotent of nilpotency class at least n + 1. 
Proof. W is nilpotent by Theorem 4.2.5. Let (A, ) be an extension of (A, <) to 
a total order, this can be done by Lemma 2.1.1. Write A = Al,{. .. , A i } where 
Al -< . . . , - A. For each A E A choose g,. E GA with the order of 9A  being p. 
Let H2 be the subgroup of W defined by H2  (gAk : k = 1,.. .i) for i = 1,... ,n. 
Since H2 is a subgroup of W for each i = 1,.. . , n, it is clear that H2 is nilpotent 
for each i= 1,... , n. 
We show that the nilpotency class of H 1 is at least n + 1. We proceed by 
induction. We note that H1 , H2 are nilpotent groups of nilpotency. class at least 1 
and 2 respectively. Suppose that H2 is nilpotent of nilpotency class c, where c > i. 
We know that Z(H2 ) = LH1 (Z(GA1)) (g 1 ) and this has size p. Let (H) be 
the cth term of the lower central series. Now, {1} -y(H) 9 Z(H 2 ) and hence 
'y(H) = Z(H2 ). However L jq1 (Z(G A1 )) and L.jj2+1 (Z(GA 1 )) intersect trivially, 
ie Z(H2 ) and Z(H2+1) intersect trivially. So there exists h E H21 such that 
[h1 ,.•.. , h, h] L  1 for some h1 ,. . . , h e H2 . And it follows that the nilpotency 
class of H 1 is at least c + 1 and c + 1 > i + 1. Furthermore, since H 1 ç W, 
the nilpotency class of W is at least n + 1. Li 
We now turn our attention to proving that conditions 1 - 6 in Theorem 4.2.5 are 
indeed necessary for W to be nilpotent. 
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Theorem 4.2.8. Suppose (G A , XA) is transitive for each A E A. If W is nilpotent 
then there exists a prime p such that 
every chain in A is finite and the lengths of all chains in A are bounded; 
for each 'y  E F, {A E A : 	Al is a finite set and the sizes of the sets 
{A e A : 'y A}, 	F, are bounded; 
C), is a finite p group for each A E A \ F and G.. is a nilpotent p group of 
finite eonent for each -y E F; 
the nilpotency classes of C ),, A E A, are bounded; 
the exponents of GA,  A E A \ f, are bounded; and 
the orders of GA, A E A \ F, is bounded. 
Proof,  1. Since W is nilpotent, W has the property that any non trivial sub-
group of W is nilpotent and hence any non trivial subgroup of W has non trivial 
centre. Theorem 3.1.10 implies that every chain in A is finite. Now suppose, 
for a contradiction, that the lengths of chains in A are not bounded. For each 
n e N, there exists a chain IIn  C A with n elements. Then, by Lemma 4.2.7, 
cl(W) ~: cl((G), : A e fJ)) > n for each n E N. A contradiction. 
Theorem 3.1.10 implies that {A E A : -y < Al is finite for each -y E F. We now 
show that I IA E A 	All is bounded for E F. Suppose, for a contradiction, 
that this is not the case. For each n E N, choose minimal elements -Yn in F with 
f{A e A : 'y 	All ~! n. Let H := {A E A y, 	Al. Then, by Lemma 4.2.7, 
cl(W) ~! cl((G), : A E Ha )) > n for each n e N. A contradiction. 
Fix 'y E F and choose A E A with y < A. Then G.)  wrX A GA (G, C),) C W 
which is nilpotent. By Theorem 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.2.2, there exists prime p 
such that GI,  is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent and C), is a finite p group. 
Since A is connected, C.7 is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent for each 'y E F 
and C), is a finite p group for each A E A \ F, for the same prime p. 
Let A E A, then C), is isomorphic to a subgroup of W and hence cl(C ),) < 
cl(W). 
Firstly note that, by Theorem 4.2.3, C,,n wry C, is nilpotent and if IYI = p then 
cl(Cpn wry C) = p+ (p - 1)(n - 1) for each n E N. Suppose, for a contradiction, 
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that the exponents of C,,, A e A \ il, are not bounded. Choose groups GAflk  with 
Ank E A \ 0 and exp(G,,fl) = pflc where (k)k€N  is a strictly increasing sequence 
in N. Choose /2k  E A with Ank < Now Cnk wrx C, is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of CAnk wrxMfl C k  and hence 
cl(W) 	CI(G,\fl k  WrXAn k C,fl k ) 
~ 
 
CI(Cp-k WrX IInk  C) 
> cl(CnkwryC) 
p + (p — 1)(nk — 1) 
>flk 
where Y is a set of size p. This holds for each nk, a contradiction. 
6. We have already shown, in 3, that C,, is finite for each A e A \ F. Suppose, for 
a contradiction, that IG,,I, A E A\F, is not bounded. Then there exists A n  E A\F 
with I GAn I > p72+1 for each ii E N. There exist -y, e F such that -yn < A n  for 
each n e N. Then, by Scott [24] 3.3.7, cl(W) 	c1(G. wrxA G,,fl ) > n. A 
contradiction: This completes the proof. 	 D 
Corollary 4.2.9. Suppose (C,,, X,,) is transitive for each A e A. Then W is 
nilpotent if and only if there exists a prime p such that 
1. every chain in A is finite and the lengths of all chains in A are bounded; 
. for each 'y  E F, {A E A : 	:!~ Al is a finite set and the sizes of the sets 
{A E'A 'y < Al, 'y  E F, are bounded; 
C,, is a finite p group for each A E A \ F and C..,, is a nilpotent p group of 
finite exponent for each 'y E F; 
the nilpotency classes of C,,, A E A, are bounded; 
the exponents of C. 1 , 'y  e F, are bounded; and 
the orders of C,,, A e A \ F, are bounded. 




The non transitive case 
We note that the class of nilpotent groups of nilpotency class at most n is a 
variety. So we appeal to Theorem 2.2.3 to extend Corollary 4.2.9 to the case 
where the groups (G, XA)  need not be transitive. To avoid some perverse cases 
we will assume that LAG,. 0 {t,.} for each A E A \ F. 
Theorem 4.2.10. Suppose t,.G,. {t,.} for each A e A\F. Then W is nilpotent 
if and only if there exists a prime p such that 
1. every chain in A is finite and the lengths of all chains in A are bounded (by 
k say); 
. for each 'y E F, {A E A : y 	Al is a finite set and the sizes of the sets 
{A e A : 'y :5 A}, 'y E A, are bounded (by m say); 
3. 	is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent for each 'y E F and each 
x e X; G,.(t,.G,.) is a finite p group for each A E A \ (F U l); G,.(x,.G,.) is 
a nilpotent p group of finite exponent for each A E A \ (F U TZ); G(tG) is 
a finite p group for each w E c ; and G(x,G,) is nilpotent for each w E l 
and each x E X; 
.ç. the nilpotency classes of C,., A E A, are bounded (by c say); 
the exponents of C,.(x,.G,.), A e A\cl, XE X, are bounded (byn say); and 
the orders of G,.(t,.G,.), A E A \ F, are bounded (by r say). 
Proof. Suppose conditions 1 - 6 hold. Fix p E A and fix x E X. Put E := {A E 
A: A > j} and define t' e (fl€E  tGa) x XA G by setting t := t for each 0 E E 
and := x. Notice 
({G,.(L,.G,.) : A> j.i},G,(x,G)) 	({G,.(i,.G,.) : A E 
wr'{{G,.(t,.G,.) : A e 
and each G,.(t,.G,.) and G(xG) is transitive on the set it acts on. By Corollary 
4.2.9, ({C,.(t,.G,.) : A > pl,G(xG,L )) is nilpotent. And by Corollary 4.2.6, the 
nilpotency class of ({G,.(t,.G,.) : A > jt}, G(xG,)) is at most k cn7m(rm)!. By 
Theorem 2.2.3, W is nilpotent. 
Conversely, suppose W is nilpotent. We show conditions 1 - 6 hold. 
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Let II C A be a chain in A. Theorem 2.2.3 implies that (GA(tAGA) : A e H) 
is nilpotent. Furthermore (GAGA) : A E II) satisfies the property that every 
non tivial subgroup has non trivial centre. Now, Theorem 3.1.10 implies H 
is finite. Now suppose, for a contradiction, that the length of a chain in A is 
not bounded. For each n E N, there exists a chain [1, c A with n elements. 
Then, by Theorem 2.2.3 and Lemma 4.2.7 applied to (GA(tGA) : A e 
cl(W) > cl((GA(tAGA) : A e I1)) > n for each m E N, a contradiction. 
Fix 'y E r. Then Theorem 2.2.3 and Theorem 3.1.10 applied to (GA(tAGA) 
A > 'y) imply that {A E A : 	A} is finite. We now show that I{A E A : 	A}I 
is bounded for y E F. Suppose, for a contradiction, that this is not the case. For 
each n E N, choose minimal elements 	in F with I{A e A: 	A} 	n. Let 
[1 := {A e A : A}. Then, by Theorem 2.2.3 and Lemma 4.2.7 applied to 
(GA (tAGA ) : A E fIn ), cl(W) ~! cl((GA(tAGA) : A E ll)) > n for each n E N, a 
contradiction. 
Fix A, e A with A < p and let x E X. If GA(XAGA) = {1}, it is 
clearly a nilpotent p group for any prime p. Suppose GA(XAGA) 	{1}; this 
must happen for some x E X as GA 0 {1}. Then GA(XAGA) 
(GA (X A GA ), G(b,G)) is nilpotent by Theorem 2.2.3. By Theorem 4.2.1 and The-
orem 4.2.2, there exists a prime p such that GA(XAGA) is a nilpotent p group of 
finite exponent and G(tG) is a finite p group. Since A is connected, GA(XAGA) 
is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent for each A E A \ 1 and G,(tG,) is 
a finite p group for each jt E A \ F, for the same prime p. Finally, if w E Q , 
then G(xG) is nilpotent since it is isomorphic to a quotient of G and G is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of W. 
Note that GA is isomorphic to a subgroup of W, hence cl(GA) cl(W). 
Firstly note that, by Theorem 4.2.3, Cn wry C, is nilpotent and if IYI = 
then cl(Cn wry C) = p + (p - 1)(m - 1) for each n e N. Suppose, for a 
contradiction, that the exponents of GA(XAGA), A E A \ 1, x E X, are not 
bounded. Choose groups GA nk (xA k GA k ) with Ank E A \ 1, XA flk E XA flk  and 
exp(GAfl k ( x).,, GAflk)) = i' where (flk)kN c N is a strictly increasing sequence. 
Choose Ank  E A with Aflk  <ILnk. Now Cnk WTt Gunk  C is isomorphic to a sub-
group of (GAn k (xAflk GA Uk )) wr IlA nk0k (G,fl k ( t nk Gfl k )) and hence, using Theorem 
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2.2.3, 
cl(W) > cl((GA k (x .xflk G.xflk)) wrL. , 0k (G, k (t,flk Gp,))) 
• Cl(Cp'i WrPflkG,flk  C) 
• Cl(Cpni WTY C) 
p+(p-1)(nk-1) 
where Y is a set of size p. This holds for each nk, a contradiction. 
6. We have already shown, in 3, that G\(tAGA)  is finite for each A E A \ F. 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that GA(tAGA)I, A E A \ F, is not bounded. Then 
there exists A n  E A \ F with IGA (tA GA )I > pfl+1 . for each n E N. There exist 
'y, e F with 'y,., < An  for each n e N. Then, by Theorem 2.2.3 and Scott [24] 3.3.7 
applied to WrL A GA G (LAGA), we have 
cl(W) > 
= cl(G. (t,, G 8 ) wrLA c, GA,, (t,,,  GA,,)) 
> n. 
A contradiction. This completes the proof. 	 D 
Remark. We note that if we did not impose the condition that tAG,. $ {t,.} for 
each A e A, using Theorem 4.1.2 we can easily construct an abelian generalised 
wreath product that does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.2.10. 
4.3 Locally nilpotent groups 
The immediate generalisation of the nilpotent condition is the locally nilpotent 
condition. In Meldrum [16] 6.2.10 we see the following is true. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let (A, X) and (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups. Then 
A wryB is locally nilpotent if and only if there exists a prime p such that A is a 
locally nilpo tent p group of finite exponent; B is locally nilpotent; and all orbits 
of finitely generated subgroups of B have orders which are powers of p. 
We use this result to find necessary and sufficient conditions for W to be locally 
nilpotent. 
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The transitive case 
We first consider the case where the groups (G,,,X,,), A e A, are all transitive. 
Theorem 4.3.2. Suppose (C,,, X,,) is transitive for each A e A. Then W is 
locally nilpotent if and only if there exists a prime p such that 
1. C,, is a locally nilpotent p group for each A E A; 
. G,, is locally of finite exponent for each A e A \ ft and 
3. all orbits of finitely generated subgroups of G,, have order a power of p for 
each A E A\F. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a prime p such that 1,2 and 3 hold. Let gi ,. . . ,9m E 
W. Then there exist A 1 , . .. , A n E A and finitely generated subgroups H,,1 of C,,, 
such that {gi,...,g,,} c (H,, ...... H,,). Let E := {A 1 ,...,A}, FEc  E be the 
set of minimal elements of E and let ft C E be the set of maximal elements of 
E. And we assume, without loss of generality, that E is connected of size at least 
2. We show that conditions 1 - 6 of Theorem 4.2.10 holds. 
Since E is finite, all chains in E are finite of length at most n. 
Since E is finite, we have that {o e E A < cr} is finite of size at most n for 
each A E E. 
H,,(t,,H,,) is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent for each 'y E FE : If 
e FE then 'y  V Q. So by 1 and 2, H y is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent 
and since is isomorphic to a quotient of H we have that H1,(t.H7 ) is 
a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. 
H,,(t,,H,,) is a finite p group for each A E Y, \ FE If A E E \ FE then A v F. So 
by 3, H,, (t,,H,,) is a finite p group. 
I1 	is nilpotent for each w e QE and each x e X: This follows immediately 
from 1 noting that H(xH) is isomorphic to a quotient of II. 
H,,(x,,H,,) is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent for each A e E \ Qr and each 
x E X: Let x e X. If A e E \ Qr then A V Q. So by 1 and 2, H,, is a nilpotent 
p group of finite exponent and since H,,(x,,H,,) is isomorphic to a quotient of H,, 
we have that H,,(x,,H,,) is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. 
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maxAEE  cl(HA ) exists by 1 and using the fact that E is finite. 
Let A E \IlE and fix x E X. Note EnQ c E2 r, and hence \1l C 
Now HA(XAHA) is isomorphic to a quotient of HA, so exp(HA(XAHA)) exp(H) :5 
maxAEs\(En ) exp(HA ). And maxAEE\(Enc ) exp(HA ) exists by 2 and using the fact 
that E is finite. 
Let A E E \ F.. By 3 we have that HA(tAHA) is finite. Moreover, 
IHA (LA HA )I < maxA\f IHA (L A HA )I. And maxAEE\r IHA (L A HA )I exists since E is 
finite. 
Hence by Theorem 4.2.10 (HA : A E E) is nilpotent. Whence W is locally 
nilpotent. 
Conversely, suppose W is locally nilpotent. Choose A, p E A such that A < p . 
Now (GA, G,) G, wrxG. By Theorem 4.3.1, there exists a prime p such that 
GA is a locally nilpotent p group of finite exponent and G is locally nilpotent 
and all orbits of finitely generated subgroups of G, have order a power of p. Since 
A is connected, the result follows. D 
The non transitive case 
We now consider the case where the groups (GA, XA), A e A, need not be transi-
tive. 
Theorem 4.3.3. For each A E A, let HA c GA be a finitely generated subgroup 
of GA and suppose tAHA {t,} for any A E A \ F. Consider the conditions 
is a finite p group and H(xH,) is nilpotent for each w E Q and 
each x E X; 
H(x 7H7) is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent for each -y E F and each 
x E X; 
HA(LAHA) is finite p group and HA(XAHA) is a nilpotent p group of finite 
exponent for each A e A \ (F fl ) and each x E X; 
for each A E A there exists cA E N such that cl(HA(xAHA)) :! ~ cA for each 
x E X; and 
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5. for each A E A \ 1 there exists n E N such that exp(H,,(x,,H,,)) <n for 
each x E X. 
Then W is locally nilpotent if and only if there exists a prime p such that condi-
tions 1 - 5 hold for each finitely generated subgroup H,, of GA. 
Proof. Suppose conditions 1 - 5 hold for each finitely generated subgroup H,, 
of G,,. Let gi,... , 9m E W. Then there exist A 1 ,.. . A n  E A and finitely gen-
erated subgroups H,, of G,,1 such that {gi,. . . , g} c (H,,1). .. , H,,,). Let 
E : = { A 1 ,. . . , A, }. We assume, without loss of generality, that E is connected of 
size at least 2. We apply Theorem 4.2.10 to the group (H,, A e ). It is clear 
that conditions 1 - 6 of Theorem 4.2.10 holds and hence (H,, : A e 
) 
is nilpotent. 
Whence W is locally nilpotent. 
Conversely, suppose W is locally nilpotent. Choose A, p E A with A <p. Let H,, 
and H1 , be finitely generated subgroups of G,, and G. respectively. Then (H,,, H) 
is nilpotent. Now Theorem 4.2.10 implies H,,(x,,H,,) is a nilpotent p group of finite 
exponent for each x e X, I-i,,(x,,H,,), H(t,H) is a finite p group, H(xH,) is 
nilpotent for each x e X, .H(x,H) and the exponent and nilpotency class of 
constituents are bounded. This completes the proof. El 
4.4 ZA groups 
Note that if a group G is nilpotent, then it is automatically a ZA group. The ZA 
group property is a natural generalisation of the nilpotent property. In this chap-
ter we aim to characterise when W is a ZA group. In the case where the groups 
(G,,, X,,) are transitive for each A E A, we obtain a complete characterisation. We 
note that the class of ZA groups is not a variety and hence we cannot appeal to 
Theorem 2.2.3 and consequently we do not find a complete characterisation when 
the groups (G,,, X,,) need not be transitive. However we do obtain some positive 
results if we impose extra conditions on A and (G,,, X,,). 
Recall Theorem 2.2.1. We find that, using Theorem 4.4.14, the following is true. 
Theorem 4.4.1. Let (A, X) and (B, Y) be non trivial transitive permutation 
groups. Then A wr y B is a ZA group if and only if there exists a prime p such 
that A is a ZA p group and B is a finite p group. 
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We start this section by proving the equivalence of Definition 1.1.17 and Definition 
1.1.18. 
Equivalence of Definition 1.1.17 and Definition 
1.1.18 
It is immediate that if, in Definition 1.1.18, ii can be chosen independently of the 
sequence (gj)jEN  ç G, then G is nilpotent. And the converse is also true. In fact, 
we show that a group G satisfies the sequence property if and only if C is a ZA 
group. 
Lemma 4.4.2. If C is a non trivial group that satisfies the sequence property, 
then C has non trivial centre. 
Proof Suppose G has trivial centre. We construct a sequence of elements (gj)jEN ç 
G such that [gi, . . . ,g,] 1 for any n E N. Choose 9' E G \ {1}. Then g' does 
not lie in the centre of C, so there exists 92 e G such that [gi, 921 0 1 and 
[91,921 V {1} = Z(G). We proceed in this manner to get a sequence of elements 
(90iEN c C such that [g,.. . , g,,] 	1 for any n E N, as required. The result 
follows. 	 Ei 
Lemma 4.4.3. JIG is a non trivial group that satisfies the sequence property and 
N is a normal subgroup of C, then the quotient group GIN satisfies the sequence 
property. 
Proof. Let (gjN)jEN c GIN be a sequence in GIN. Since G satisfies the se-
quence property, there exists n E N such that [g', . . . , g,] = 1 e N. Now 
[g,N,... , g,N] = [91, .. . , g,]N = 1 and hence GIN satisfies the sequence prop-
erty. 0 
Theorem 4.4.4. Let C be a group. Then G is a ZA group if and only if G 
satisfies the sequence property. 
Proof. Suppose G is a ZA group. Let (9j)jEN  g G be a sequence in G. There exists 
an ordinal c1 such that g, e G. We construct a nOn increasing sequence, (cj)EN, 
of ordinals by putting [g,,... , gJ E G 2 . Further, by our remark to Definition 
1.1.17, we insist that if Cj 0 then Cj < c. We know that there is no infinite 
decreasing sequence of ordinals and hence there exists n e N such that Cn = 0. 
That is to say [gi,.. 
. ,g,] E Co = {1}. 
Conversely, suppose C satisfies the sequence property. By Lemma 4.4.2, C has 
non trivial centre. By Lemma 4.4.3, the quotient group C/Z(C) also satisfies the 
sequence condition. It follows that we have an ascending central series terminating 
at C and hence C is a ZA group. LI 
Using Theorem 4.4.4 we state and prove a well known result about ZA groups. 
Lemma 4.4.5. If C is a group with normal subgroup N which is contained in 




Proof. Let (gi)iEN c C be a sequence in C. Now G/N is a ZA group and, by 
Theorem 4.4.4, C/N satisfies the sequence property. So there exists m E N such 
that 1 = [91N,...,gmN] = [91 ..... . gm]N. In particular, [gi, ... ,gm]  EN C Cfor 
some ordinal c. As in the proof of Theorem 4.4.4 we find that there exists n E N 
such that [g,... 
, = . , g,], 9m+1,.. . , 9m+nI = 1. Hence C satisfies 
the sequence property and Theorem 4.4.4 implies that C is a ZA group. 	LI 
The transitive case 
We find necessary and sufficient conditions for a generalised wreath product of 
transitive permutation groups to be a ZA group. 
Notation. Let C be a group and let c be an ordinal. We write C to be the cth 
term of the upper central series of C. 
Theorem 4.4.6. Let (CA, XA) be non trivial transitive permutation groups for 
each ).. E A. Suppose there exists a prime p such that every chain in A is finite; 
the set {\ EA : 'y :!~ Al is finite for each 'y E F; GA is a finite p group for each 
) E A \ F; and C7 is a ZA p group for each 'y E F. Fix y E F. Then there exists 
an ordinal d such that C7 C Wd. 
Proof. We show the following 
1. Z(C7 ) C Wd i for some ordinal d1 . 
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If there exist ordinals a and /3 such that (G 7) c W, then (G7) 1  9 W 2 
for some ordinal d2 . 
If a is a limit ordinal and for each /3 < a, (G 	C W 3 for some ordinal d3 , 
then (G C W 3 . 
Then in this case the result follows immediately. 
For i EN, define H2 := (Ii E Z(G,) : h' = 1). Now (H2 ,(G,, : A> )) is 
nilpotent of nilpotency class c1 say, as it satisfies conditions 1 to 6 of Theorem 
4.2.5. Now as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.5, we have that H2 	This holds 
for each i E N. Let d1 := lim2 cj , then Z(G,) C Wd 1 as required. 
For each i EN, let Cj 	pi l 	:y< A)I. We note, by the hypothesis, 
that fl,,>, X,, is finite and since (C,, : y < A) can be thought of as a permutation 
group on 	this group is finite. For each i E N, define subsets of (G.),) a+1 
by H2 := {g E (G) Q+i : gP2 = 11. Fix h E H2 and consider the group ({h, (C,, 
< A)}). This is a finite p group of size at most 
(h)I"I(G,, : y < A)I <pZIH,<AXII(G,, : 7 < A)I = Cj. 
And we note that Cj is independent of the choice of h. Now since [(G ) ) a+l, C.1 ] c 
Wa, it follows as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.5 that, for any gl,.. . , gci  E W we 
have [h,gi ,... ,gci] E ((G.y)c)W ç W,3. And hence h E W. This holds for each 
h E H, hence H2 g W. But this holds for each i E N, thus (C.y ) a+i ç W+d 2 , 
where d2 := urn2 cj , as required. 
Let g E (G.1 ) = U0<a(C.) ). Then there exists an ordinal 3 with 3 < a such 
that g E Wfl g Wd 3 . And hence (C.),) c, g W 3 as required. 
Theorem 4.4.7. Let (C,,, X,,) be a non trivial transitive permutation group for 
each A E A. Suppose there exists a prime p such that every chain in A is finite; 
the set {A E A : :!~ Al is finite for each E F; C,, is a finite p group for each 
AEA\F; and G y isaZAp group for each7EF. ThenWisaZA group. 
Proof. For each i E N, let Qj be the set of i maximal elements of A. Let H. = 
(G,, : A E c). We show that H2 is a ZA group for each i E N. We proceed by 
induction on i. Firstly, we note that H1 = fl,,- 1  H,, is a ZA group being the 
direct product of nilpotent groups. Suppose that H2_ 1 is a ZA group. Let N be 
the smallest normal subgroup of H2 which contains (C,, : A E 1 \ f 1 ). Now 
H/N H2_ 1 which is a ZA group by assumption. Since Qj \ is contained 
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in the set of minimal elements of 1L, by Theorem.4.4.6, there exists an ordinal Cj 
such that (GA : A E 1 \ c (H). Since (H) is a normal subgroup of H2 , 
we have Ni  c (H). Hence, by Lemma 4.4.5, H2 is a ZA group. It follows that 
WisaZAgroup. D 
We now consider the converse of Theorem 4.4.7. We start with proving a few 
straightforward results. 
n! Lemma 4.4.8. Let n E N. Then 	()(-1) = 0 where () := (ni)'i' 
Proof. It is clear that En o ()(_1)2 = (1 - 1)' = 0. 	 D 
Lemma 4.4.9. Let r l ,...,rn  E R be such that E i=1 ri = 0, then either r1 = 
= rn  = 0 or there exists i,j E {l,. . . ,n} such that r2 	r3 . 
 En Proof. Suppose r1 = ... = r,. Then nr1 = 	r2 = 0 and hence r1 = 0. This 
completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.4.10. Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups. If A is 
abelian and f E AM, b E B and n E N, then 
n 
[f,b] = H (fbk)( 
k=O 
where () . 	n! (n—k)!k! and b° := 1. The direct product is well defined as A is 
abelian. 
Proof. Note 
[f, b] = f_lb_ufb 
= f_ifb 
= 	T (fbk)(_1)' lE  
k=O 
So the result holds for n = 1. 
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We proceed by induction on n: Suppose [f, b] = 	
(fbk) ()(_i)n+k 
Then 
[f, +1 b] = [[f,b],b] 
[f, b]_l[f, b]b 
n 






= 	I-I (fk)  . 	
i)fl+k+i n+1 
II (fbk) (kl)(—l) 
k=O k=1 







The third equality follows by induction and the penultimate equality follows since 
A is abelian. This completes the proof. 	 0 
Theorem 4.4.11. Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups such that 
A is abelian and is not a torsion group and B is finite. Then A wry B is not a 
ZA group. 
Proof. Choose a non torsion element a E A and choose b E B of prime order p for 
some prime p. Fix y E,Y such that yb 74 y. Let f E A(') be the element defined 
by f(y) = a and 1(z) = 1 for each z E Y \ {y}. For n e N, let g [f,b]. 
Note that 91 = [f, b] = f_lfb 74 1. Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exists 
n E N such that gn = 1. Let in be the smallest integer such that = 1. Note 





= [J(fbt) 2 
= o  
(fbo)(1)(_1)m+21 . . . 	(fbP-1)(iP_1)m42_l 
= (f bo) t= 1P 	 (fbl—')E?00("m-1)(—l)m+ip+p 
 
where we set () := 0 if n < k. The second equality follows from Lemma 4.4.10 
and the third equality follows since b has order p and A is abelian. Let rj 
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forj =O,...,p—l. Then 	= 	Th 0 (7z)(_ i )m+i = 
0, the second equality following from Lemma 4.4.8. By Lemma 4.4.9, either 
r0 = ... = r_1 = 0 or there exist k, I E 11,. . . ,p - 11 such that Tk 0 r1 . If 
r0 = ... = r_1 = 0, then gm = f.  .. (fb'- 1 ) O  = 1. A contradiction. If there exist 
k,I E {1,. . . ,p - 1} such that rk or,, then ark = 9m(Yb') = gm (yb t ) = a'. The 
second equality follows since g, is constant on the orbit y(b). A contradiction 
since a is a non torsion element. 
Hence, if we set h1 := f and h2 := b for i > 2, then we have a sequence (hZ ) ZEN in 
Awr y B such that [h1 ,. . . , h,} 1 for any n E N. By Theorem 4.4.4, Awr y B is 
not a ZA group, as required. 11 
Theorem 4.4.12. Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial transitive permutation groups. 
If A wr y B is a ZA group, then there exists a prime p such that A and B are p 
groups. 
Proof. Let a E A\{1}, bE B\{1} and choose yE Y such that yb y. Note that 
A wr y B has the property that every non trivial subgroup of Awr y B has non 
trivial centre. By Theorem 2.2.1 and Theorem 3.1.10, B is finite. In particular, 
b has finite order. Now (a) wr(b) (b) is isomorphic to a subgroup of A wr y B and 
is hence a ZA group. Theorem 4.4.11 applied to (a) wr(b)(b) implies a has finite 
order and hence (a) wr(b) (b) is finite. Thus (a) wr(b) (b) is nilpotent. By Theorem 
4.2.2, there exists a prime p such that a and b are p elements. This completes the 
proof. E 
We now prove the converse of Theorem 4.4.7. 
Theorem 4.4.13. Let (GA, XA) be a non trivial transitive permutation group for 
each \ E A. Suppose W is a ZA group. Then there exists a prime p such that 
every chain in A is finite; the set {.\ E A : 'y .\} is finite for each 'y  F; G,, is 
a finite p group for each ) E A \ F; and G.7 is a ZA p group for each y  e F. 
Proof. Since GA is isomorphic to a subgroup of W for each ). E A and W is a 
ZA group, it follows that GA is a ZA group. Since W is a ZA group, W has the 
property that every non trivial subgroup of W has non trivial centre. Theorem 
3.1.10 implies every chain in A is finite; the set {A E A 'y Al is finite for each 
e F; and GA is finite for each A E A\F. Choose A,p E A with A <p. Then 
GA wrxG,., (G A , G) c W which is a ZA group. By Theorem 4.4.12, there 
exists a prime p such that GA and G,., are p groups. Since A is connected, the 
result follows. 
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Corollary 4.4.14. Let (G, XA) be a non trivial transitive permutation group for 
each A E A. Then W is a ZA group if and only if there exists a prime p such 
that 
every chain in A is finite; 
{AEA:'y<A} is finite for each7EF; 
G, is a finite p group for each A E A \ F; and 
G is a ZA p group for each 'y e F. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.4.7 and Theorem 4.4.13. 	LI 
The non transitive case 
Here to avoid any perverse cases, we will assume that LAG,,, 	{t} for any A e 
A \ F. 
Theorem 4.4.15. Suppose A is finite and suppose LAG,,, {t} for any A E A\F. 
Let (GA, XA) be a non trivial permutation group with finitely many orbits for each 
A E A. Then W is a ZA group if and only if there exists a prime p such that 
G(G,) is a finite p group and G(xG) is a ZA group for each w E 
and each x E X; 
GA(LAGA) is a finite p group and GA(xAGA) is a ZA p group for each A E 
A \ (Il U F) and each x E X; and 
is ZA p group for each 	F and each x E X. 
Proof. Suppose W is a ZA group. Fix p E A and fix x E X. If G,(xG,) = {1}, 
then it is clearly a ZA p group for any prime p. Suppose {1}; this 
must happen for some x E X as C 1,, 0 {1}. If y E Q, G,,(xG 1 ) is isomorphic to a 
quotieni of G and is hence a ZA group. Suppose jt E A\1l and consider the group 
A > pl, G,,,(x,1 G,,,)). Let (hj)jE N C ({G A (L A GA ) : A > }, G,,(xG,,,)) 
be a sequence in ({GA(LAGA) : A > pl, G,(x,,,G)). Then there exists a sequence 
(gi)iEN C W such that for each A > ji and each i E N we have (zh,,),,, = (zg,,),,, 
for each z E UA> M YAGA where y,,, x and y,,, := t if A > p. Since W is a 
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ZA group, by Theorem 4.4.4, there exists n E N such that [gi,. . . ,g] = 1. In 
particular, (z[hi ,. . . ,hfl ]) = (z[gi ,. . . ,g]) = zA for each z e UA,yAGA and 
for each A > p. That is, [h1 ,... , h} = 1. By Theorem 4.4.4, ({GA(tAGA) : A > 
p}, G,(xGM )) is a ZA group. Hence, by Corollary 4.4.14, GA(tAGA) is a finite p 
group and G(xG) is a ZA p group for some prime p. Since A is connected, 
conditions 1, 2 and 3 hold. 
Conversely, suppose conditions 1, 2 and 3 hold. Let (gj)j€N c W be a sequence 
in W and let p E A. We find n E N such that (x[gi , . . . = x, for 
eachxEX. LetxEX. IfxAtGAforsomeA>p,thenitisclearthat 
(x[gi ,.. . = x,, for any n e N. Suppose X), E LAGA for each A > p. Then  gnDA 
we can find (hj)jEN ç ({CA(tAGA) : A > p}, G(xG,)) such that (yg, = (yh),, 
for each y e UA>XAGA and each i E N. By Corollary 4.4.14, ({GA(LAGA) : A> 
p}, G(x,C,)) is a ZA group. So, by Theorem 4.4.4, there exists m. E N such 
that [h1 ,.. . , hm1j = 1. In particular, (y[gi,. .. ,g]),. = (y[hi ,. . . = Yp 
for each y E fJA). xAGA. Let n, be the maximum of all such m, as we range over 
all orbits of G, on X,2 . Since there are finitely many orbits, n,, exists. It follows 
that (x[g 1 , . . . , g]). = x for each x E X. Let n = maxAEA nA, this exists since 
A is finite. Now, (x[g1 , . . . , g]) = XA for each A E A and each x E X. That is, 
[gi, . . . , g] = 1 and W satisfies the sequence property. By Theorem 4.4.4, W is 
a ZA group as required. E 
4.5 Residually nilpotent groups 
Another generalisation of the nilpotent property is the residually nilpotent prop-
erty. The residually nilpotent standard wreath product was studied by Hartley. 
See [11]. In this chapter we generalise some of the results of Hartley to the per-
mutational wreath product. We find that not all the results of Hartley extend 
to the permutational wreath product. We identify precisely where the approach 
used by Hartley fails to generalise. 
We finish the section by developing some simple extensions of these results to W. 
We first state and prove some straightforward results. 
Lemma 4.5.1. Let G be a residually nilpotent group and let H be a subgroup of 
C. Then H is residually nilpotent. 
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Proof. Notice 
{i} c n(H) c fl 1 (-)'(G) n H) ç n 1 y(G) = {1}. 
Hence fl. 1 'y(H) = {1} and H is residually nilpotent. 	 El 
Lemma 4.5.2. Let p and q be primes and let H be a finite group. Suppose H is 
residually a finite p group and contdins an element of order q. Then p = q. 
Proof. Let h E H be of order q. Now there exists a normal subgroup N of H 
such that h N and the quotient group H/N is a nontrivial finite p group. Note 
that (hN) = hN = 1. So q = pfl for some n e N. Since p and q are prime it 
follows that p = q as required. El 
Now, consider the following three mutually exclusive sets of conditions which a 
pair of groups A and B may satisfy. 
For some prime p, B is a finite p group and A is residually a nilpotent p 
group of finite exponent. 
B is infinite but not torsion free; A is abelian; and for some prime p, resid-
ually A and B are nilpotent p groups of finite exponent. 
B is torsion free; B {1}; A is abelian; and for allp E 7r(A), B is residually 
a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. 
Here ir(A) denotes the set of primes p such that A contains an element of order 
p. Hartley in [11] finds some partial results for the standard wreath product of 
two groups A and B to be residually nilpotent. These are listed below. 
Theorem 4.5.3. Suppose that the standard wreath product A wrB is residually 
nilpotent, where A and B. are non trivial. Then one of conditions Ri, R2 and R3 
holds. 
Theorem 4.5.4. If A and B satisfy Ri or R2, then the standard wreath product 
A wrB is residually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. 
In this section, we are concerned with generalising these results to the case of the 
permutational wreath product. We first remark that the proof of Lemma 9(u) in 
[11] relies on the fact the action of B on B with the right regular representation 
We 
is a regular action. However, the action of B on Y need not be regular. We 
find that Lemma 9(u) of [11] fails to generalise to the case of the permutational 
wreath product. 
Theorem 4.5.5. Let (A, X) and (B, Y) be non trivial transitive permutation 
groups. Suppose (B, Y) is such that there exist x, y E Y such that B'y(B)fl{b E 
B: xb = y} is infinite for eachn EN. Leta E A\{1} and define f e 	by 
1(x) := a, f(y) := a 1 and f(z) := 1 if z 	x, y. Then the normal closure in 
A wr y B of any normal subgroup N of B such that B/N is a nilpotent p group of 
finite exponent contains f. 
Proof. Let N be a normal subgroup of B such that B/N is a nilpotent p group 
of finite exponent. There exists n E N such that BP'(B) 9 N. It follows that 
N n {b E B : xb = y} 2 B1" -y(B) fl {b E B : xb = y} is infinite. In particular, 
N fl {b E B : xb = y} is nonempty. It follows that f E N[N, A(")] = NAWrYB . 
The equality follows from Meldrum [16] 1.4.15. This completes the proof. D 
Consequently, the approach used by Hartley in [11] to prove Theorem 4.5.4 does 
not generalise to the permutational wreath product. In fact, the following theorem 
shows that Theorem 4.5.4 does not extend to the permutational wreath product. 
Theorem 4.5.6. Let (A, X) and (B, Y) be non trivial transitive permutation 
groups. Suppose condition R2 holds. If there exists x, y E Y such that -y(B)n{b E 
B : xb = y} is infinite for each n E N, then A wr y B is not residually nilpotent. 
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that A wr y B is residually nilpotent. Define 
f as in Theorem 4.5.5. Then there exists a normal subgroup K of A wr y B 
such that I K and (Awr y B)/K is nilpotent. So there exists ii E N such 
that -y(Awr y B) C K. In particular, 7(B) C 'y(Awr y B) n B C K n B. 
Let N := K fl B. Then N fl {b E B : xb = y} is infinite. In particular, 
Nfl{b E B : xb = y} is nonempty. It follows that f E N[N, A(')] = NAWrYB ç K. 
The equality follows from Meidrum [16] 1.4.15. This yields a contradiction. D 
We introduce another condition which a pair of permutation groups (A, X) and 
(B, Y) may satisfy. 
S2: B is infinite but not torsion free; A is abelian; for some prime p, residually 
A and B are nilpotent p groups of finite exponent; and for each x, y E Y, 
there exists n E N such that BP'y(B) fl {b E B : xb = y} is finite. 
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We note that in the case where the action of B on Y is regular, condition S2 is 
precisely condition R2. And this is the case in the standard wreath product. We 
now prove the analogue of Theorem 4.5.3 and Theorem 4.5.4 with R2 replaced 
by S2. See Theorem 4.5.19, Theorem 4.5.25 and Theorem 4.5.26. Most of the 
proofs in this section are direct translations of Hartley's proofs. In Lemma 4.5.7 
we introduce the notion of topological groups to justify the last line in the proof 
of Lemma 1 in [11]. 
Throughout this section (A, X) and (B, Y) are non trivial transitive permutation 
groups. 
Lemma 4.5.7. If B is infinite (and hence Y is infinite) and A wr y B is residually 
nilpotent, then A is abelian. 
Proof. Let H be a group. Suppose H is residually nilpotent. Let H have the 
topology 7 which has base -y(H) and all its cosets for each n E N. This makes 
H a topological group. Let g, h E H with g h. Suppose, for a contradiction, 
g and h lie in the same coset of 'y(H) for each n E N. Hence 9h 1 E -y(H) for 
each n E N. That is, 9h' E fl flE N'yfl (H) = {1}. A contradiction since g h. 
So there exists m E N such that g and h lie in different cosets of ym (H). Since 
these are open sets and different cosets of "/m (H) have empty intersection, 7 is 
Hausdorif. Now for each n E N, let fTh E 'y(H). Now let U be an element of the 
base for 7 that contains 1. There exists m E N such that U 'y,(H). For each 
m, we have that fn e 7(H) c "ym (H) = U. Hence fn converges to 1. 
Now consider the wreath product A wr y B and suppose A wr y B is residually 
nilpotent. Let A wrB have topology 7 as defined above. Let ir -* A, f '-p 
f(t) be a projection. It follows that 7r is a homomorphism and is continuous. 
Suppose, for each n e N, there exists fn E y(A wr y B) fl A(') such that fair = a 
for some non trivial element a e A. We have shown above that fn converges to 
1.' Since it is continuous, we have that fair converges to. lit = 1. But fair = a 
for each n E N, so fair converges to a. And since 7A  is Hausdorif, we know that 
a sequence in A has at most one limit in A. Here 7A  is the restriction of the 
topology 7 to the set A. Hence a = 1 which yields a contradiction. So given that 
we can find elements f E 7(Awr y B) n A(") with f(t) = fair = a for some 
a e A \ {1}, we have that Awr y B cannot be residually nilpotent. 
Now let f E 	Since Y is infinite there exists y E Y such that f(y) = 1. Since 
B is transitive there exists b e B such that tb' = y. Now [f, b}(t) = (f_lf 1)( 1) = 
f 1 (t)f(tb 1 ) = f'(t). Suppose, for a contradiction, that A is not abelian. 
Choose a 1 , a2 E A such that [a i , a2 ] 1. Choose 9i, 92 E 	such that 9i (L) = a 1 
and 92 (t) = a2 . As above, we can choose an infinite sequence b1 , b2 ,... of elements 
of B such that [g', b1 ,. . . , b2](t) = a'' for each i E N. For each n E N, let 
[[flu, b1 ,... , b2 ],92 ] E 72n+1 (A wr y B) fl and f(t) = [ai , a2 ] 1. Hence 
A wr y B is not residually nilpotent. A contradiction. Hence A is abelian and this 
completes the proof. Li 
Notation. Let H, K be groups. We define 'y 1 (H, K) 	[H, K] and inductively 
we write 'y 4 (H, K) 	[y(H, K), K]. 




Proof. Clearly 'y(A(' ) ,B) c 7 +i(Awr y B) for n > 0. Thus, if Awr y B is 
residually nilpotent then flflENu{o} -yn 	B) flflENu{o} 7n+i(Awr y B) = {1}. 
Conversely, suppose flflNu{o}  'y'(A ( ') , B) = { 1}. By Theorem 10.3.6 in [8], it 
follows that [A(u'),y(B)] c y(A ( ') ,B) for n > 1. And hence 
[A(1'), fl 'y(B)] c flflEN'Y (A( ), B) = {1}. 
nEN 
Since A is non trivial, we have that fl flEN 'yfl (B) = { 1}. Furthermore, we have 
that [W,Awr y B] c W where W := 	'(A('),B)y(B). Since Awr y B is 
the semidirect product 	we have that 
flw,=( fl 'y(A('),B))(fly(B))={1}. 
nEN 	nENU{O} 	 nEN 
Hence A wr y B is residually nilpotent as required. 	 Li 
We adopt the approach used by Hartley and we turn our attention to looking at 
rings. Let f E 	We define f.b 	b'fb = jb and f.m := ffl for b E B and 
ii E Z and extend linearly to get AM as a ZB module. Let >bEB Z(1 - b) 
be the difference ideal of 7LB. A consists, by definition, of all >bEB b b E ZB 
such that >beB b = 0. 





Proof. Notice, if f E AM and b E B then f(-1 + b) := f-11b = [f, b] and it 
follows that (A ( ') L) = y(A ( ') , B) for each n E N. The result follows from 
Lemma 4.5.8. 	 El 
Now, if A is abelian it follows, from Theorem 10.3.6 in [8], that [A('),y(B)] 
-y(A(, B). Noting, as in the proof of Lemma 4.5.9, (A ( ') Af') = y(A ( ') , B) we 
can formulate the following Lemma. 
Lemma 4.5.10. Suppose A is abelian, then [A ( ') ,-y(B)] 9 (A(')z) for each 
nEN. 
Now suppose A = Ci,, the cyclic group of order p for some prime p. Let f E 
We define f.b := f' and f.n := ffl for b E B and n E Z and extend linearly to 
get AM as a ZB module. We let L be the difference ideal in ZB. 
Lemma 4.5.11. Suppose A = C and A wr y B is residually nilpotent, then 
fl (A(')) 
mEN 
Proof. Note that (A 0') '1 ) = y1"(A ( ") , B) C 'ypn(Awr y B). And since Awr y B 
is residually nilpotent, we have that 
fl (A (") ) ç fl yn(AwryB) = {1}. 
nEN 	 nEN 
Lemma 4.5.12. Suppose A = C, and A wr y B is residually nilpotent. Let 
B -* Aut(A('')/(A(')A)) where (f(A(')t))(b,b) := fb(A(')Lm) for b E B and 
fEA () . Then 
B m C kern for each n E N; 
-Ypn 	9 ker Opn for each n E N; and 
3. fl 	kerl',,n = { 1}. 
Proof. 1. Let b E B and let f e AM. Then 
ff 	= 1(1 - it) = f(1 - b) e 
noting, using Lemma 4.7.2, (1 - It) (1 - b)P' in ZB. Hence it E kern. 
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Let bE 'ypn(B) and let I e 	Then 
= [f, b] e [A ( ') , 	( B)] c (A ( ') ) 
where the last inclusion follows from Lemma 4.5.10. Hence b C ker Op.. 
 
be flker pn = bEker Op. for eachnN 
nEN 
f_lfb e (A(Y)IP')  for each n E N and for each f E AM 
f_lfb e fl (AM AP = {1} for each f E A' 
nEN 
f_lfb = 1 for each f e A ( ') 
b=1. 
The third implication follows from Lemma 4.5.11 and the final implication follows 
since A is non trivial. D 
Lemma 4.5.13. If A = C and A wry B is residually nilpotent, then B is resid-
ually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. 
Proof. Let B := Bypn(B) for each n e N. By Lemma 4.5.12, 
;nBn ç  fl ker )pfl = { 1 
nEN 	nEN 
where 'b is defined in Lemma 4.5.12. Also B/BTh is a nilpotent p group of 
finite exponent. Hence B is residually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent as 
required. 11 
Lemma 4.5.14. If be B has orderp, then p(l - b) e LY. 
Proof. Letc=1—b. NoteceL. Thenb=1—candfori==2,...,p—lthere 




= 1 + 	()(—c) + (—c) 
p— i 
1 — pc+p(— v)d + (—i)c. 
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The last equality follows from Lemma 4.7.2. Hence 
p- i 
pc = pvc i  + (—i)c. 
We use this identity to prove that pc e A? for each i ~ 1. We proceed by 
induction. This is clear if i > p since c e A . Fix k E {1, . . . ,p - 1} and suppose 
pc E & for each i > k. Then 
p- i 
- 	
i+k - 1 + (-1)c' E L. - vic 
i=2 
The last inclusion follows by induction. It follows p(l - b) = pc E /.Y as required. 
El 
Lemma 4.5.15. If b E B has order p, then (1 - b)(1 - dP') E jfl+2  for each 
d E B and for eachnENu{O}. 	 - 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n = 0, then (1 - b)(1 - d) E L 2 since 
1 - b, 1 - d E L. Now suppose result holds for ri - 1. So, for some a E ZB, 
p- i 
(1—b)(1—d") = (l—b)(l—d')(p+d"' —p) 
i=o 
p- i 
= p(l - b)(1 - d 1 ) + (I —.b)(1 
-
- p) 
= (1— b)(1 - d'')(a(1 - b)' + (d' 1 	)) 
n+2 
The third equality follows from Lemma 4.5.14 and the last inclusion follows by 
induction and noting >'I dP' - p E A since the sum of the coefficients is 
zero. 	 El 
Lemma 4.5.16. If B is residually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent, then 
b e B is either a p element or has infinite order. 
Proof. Suppose b E B is a q element for some prime q. There exists a normal 
subgroup N of B with b V N such that B/N is a nilpotent p group of finite 
exponent. Let I' : B -* B/N, c '- cN. Then 0 is a homomorphism and bb 1. 
So bl is a q element in B/N, which is a p group. So p = q. El 
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Lemma 4.5.17. If b E B has order p and flflE N(A ( ' ) L) = {1}, then B is 
residually a nilpotent p group of finite eTponent. 
Proof. Firstly suppose that there exists a E A of order q for some prime q. Lemma 
4.5.9, applied to (a) wry B, implies that (a) wry B is residually nilpotent. Now 
Lemma 4.5.13, applied to (a) wry B, implies that B is residually a nilpotent q 
group of finite exponent. Lemma 4.5.16 implies B contains no element of order 
prime to q. Hence p = q and the result is established in this case. 
Now suppose A is torsion free. So A contains an infinite cyclic group. Without 
loss of generalisation, we assume A is the infinite cyclic group and n"ENA n  = {0}. 
For each n E N, let B := B'y+2(B). Let c E flfle NB. Then, for eachn E N, 
c e Bn and Lemma 4.5.10 and Lemma 4.5.15 imply that (1 - b)(1 - c) E jn+2 
Hence (1 - b)(1 - c) E flnEN/2 = {0}. Hence 1 - b - c + bc = 0. We note 
that 1, b, c and bc are not all distinct, otherwise this would contradict the linear 
independence of 1, b, c and bc in ZB. And since 1, b, c and bc are non zero and 
b 1, it follows that either b = c or b = bc. However, if b = c then this 
implies that b = 1. This is a contradiction. Hence b = bc and so c = 1. Thus 
flnENB = {1}. This completes the proof since B/Ba is a nilpotent p group of 
finite exponent. 
Lemma 4.5.18. Letp be prime. If Awr y B is residually nilpotent and B = C, 
then A is residually a nilpotent p group of finite eTponent. 
Proof. We show that AM is residually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. 
Write B = (b). We first show that for each n E N, there exists an e 7LB such 
that 
p(1 - b) = (1 - 
in the group ring ZB. We proceed by induction. 
If n = 1, result follows from Lemma 4.5.14 noting A is generated by 1 - b. Now 
suppose the result holds for n. Then 
p 1 (1 - b) = a(1 - b)"' 1 p(1 - b) 
= a(1 - b)72 'a i (1 - b) 
= a+i(1 - 
where an+1 := aa1 . In particular, p'(l - b) E c(n)  where c(n) := n(p - 1) + 1. 
Hence, rewriting this in multiplicative notation, we have 
[fP',b] e (A()) ) c 7C()(AwryB) 
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for each f E A ( ') . Now let 	:= (A (y) )P'y()(AwryB) fl A 01 ). Now 
[A,b] ç 7()(AwryB) for each n EN. And hence 
[nflE NA", b] c fl flE N'C (fl )(AwrYB) 
Thus flflENA = {1}. Since A(Y)/AT ) is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent, 
the result follows. 	 El 
We are now in a position to give a generalisation of Theorem 4.5.3 to the case of 
permutational wreath product. 
Theorem 4.5.19. Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial transitive permutation groups. 
Suppose A wr y B is residually nilpotent then one of the conditions Ri, 52 and R3 
holds. 
Proof. Firstly suppose that B is finite. Since B is non trivial there exists b E B 
of order p for some prime p. Then Lemma 4.5.18, applied to Awr y (b), implies A 
is residually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. Let a E A \ {11.  We apply 
Lemma 4.5.9- and Lemma 4.5.17 to the residually nilpotent group (a) wry B to 
conclude that B is residually a nilpotent p group offinite exponent. Hence, using 
Lemma 4.5.2, B is a finite p group. So Ri holds. 
Now suppose B is infinite and not torsion free. Lemma 4.5.7 implies A is abelian. 
Since B is not torsion free then there exists b E B of order p. Then Lemma 4.5.9 
and Lemma 4.5.17 imply B is residually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent and 
Lemma 4.5.18, applied to A wr y (b), implies A is residually a nilpotent p group of 
finite exponent. Now, Theorem 4.5.6 implies that for each x, y E Y there exists 
n E N such that BPy(B)  fl {b E B : xb = y} is finite. So S2 holds. 
Finally suppose B is torsion free. Lemma 4.5.7 implies A is abelian. Let p E ir(A). 
There exists a E A such that a has order p. Then Lemma 4.5.13, applied to 
(a) wry B, implies B is residually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. So R3 
holds. This completes the proof. El 
We now consider the generalisation of Theorem 4.5.4 to the permutational wreath 
product. 
Theorem 4.5.20. Let X be a class of groups. Suppose A is residually a X group. 
If fb E A wry B \ {1}, then there exists a normal subgroup N. of A and a normal 
subgroup K of Awr y B such that 
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A/N is a X group; 
fb V K; and 
(Awr y B)/K A/Nwr y B. 
Proof. Let fb e AwryB \ {1}. If b 1, then fb V AM and (Awr y B)/A(') 
{1} wry B. If b = 1, there exists y E Y such that f(y) 4 1. Since A is residually 
a X group, there exists a normal subgroup N of A such that 1(y)  N and A/N 
is a X group. Now, f V N'' and (Awr y B)/N' A/Nwr y B. The isomorphism 
follows from Meldrum [16] 1.4.13. This completes the proof. 	 LI 
Theorem 4.5.21. Suppose condition S2 holds. If fb E A wryB \ {1}, then there 
exists a normal subgroup N of B and a normal subgroup K of A wr y B such that 
B/N is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent; 
fb V K; and 
(Awr y B)/K Awr{ Y N:yE y}(B/N). 
Proof. Let fb E A wryB \ {1}. Suppose b 0 1. There exists a normal subgroup 
N of B such that b V N and B/N is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. 
Now fb V N[N, A(')] = NryB. The equality follows from [16] 1.4.15. Further, 
(A wryB)/NA wryB A wr{yN:ycy} (B/N). 
Now suppose b = 1 and HyEY f(y) 	1. Let N be a normal subgroup of B 
such that B/N is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. We note that, since 
A is abelian, if g E [N, A(')] then flXeyN  g(x) = 1 for each y e Y. In partic-
ular, flg(y) = 1 for each g e [N,A(')]. Hence f V N[N,A(")] = NAt0rYB . 
The equality follows from Meldrum [16] 1.4.15. Further, (A wry B)/NAYB 
A wr{ Y N: yE y}(B/N). 
Finally suppose b = 1, fLjy f(y) = 1 and o-(f) = {yi,. . . , yk}. Let N be a normal 
subgroup of B such that B/N is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. There 
exists n E N such that BPy(B) ç N and BP-y(B) fl (U{b E B : y2b = yi}) 
is finite. Write BPy(B)  fl (U 2 {b E B : y2 b = yi}) = {b1 ,. .. , bm }. For each 
i = 1,... , m, there exists a normal subgroup N of B such that b2 V Ni and B/N2 
is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. Then M := (fl 1 N) fl BP"y(B) is 
a normal subgroup of B such that M and U 2 {b E B : y2b = y} have empty 
intersection and B/M is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. We note that, 
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since A is abelian, if g E [M, A ( ') ] then flxEyM  g(x) = 1 for each y E Y. It is 
easy to see that [IXEY1M 1(x) = f(Yi) 1 and hence I M[M, A(')] = MAWrYB . 
Furthermore, (AwryB)/MYB Awr{yMycy}(B/M). 	 D 
Definition 4.5.22. Let H be a group and suppose H has a finite series of normal 
subgroups {1} = He  ç H ç ... ç H1 = H. We say that this is a strong central 
series if [Hi , H3 ] c H2 for each i,j and also each of the groups H2 1H +1 is a 
direct product of (possibly infinitely many) cyclic groups which are either infinite 
or of order pIC,  where p is some fixed prime and k is bounded by an integer N 
depending on H. 
Theorem 4.5.23. Let H be a group having a finite strong central series, each 
factor of which is the direct product of a free abelian group and a group of expo-
nent dividing p N,  where p is a fixed prime and N is a fixed integer. Let R be a 
commutative ring with 1 satisfying flflENPR = { O}, and let L be the difference 
ideal of RH. Then flnEN1 = { O}. 
For a proof of Theorem 4.5.23, see Theorem E in [11]. 
Corollary 4.5.24. Let p be prime. If A is a cyclic p group and B is anilpotent 
p group of finite expoiient, then A wr y B is residually nilpo tent. 
Proof. Since B is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent, the lower central series 
of B is a strong central series with each of the factors an abelian p group of 
finite exponent. Theorem 4.5.23 now shows that if A is the difference ideal of 
ZLB, then flnEN 	= {O}. Now, Lemma 4.5.9 implies that A wr y B is residually 
nilpotent. 	 D 
We now give the generalisation of Theorem 4.5.4 with R2 replaced by S2. 
Theorem 4.5.25. If condition Ri holds, then A wr y B is residually a nilpotent 
p group of finite exponent. In particular, A wryB is residually nilpotent. 
Proof. Let fb E A wr y B \ {1}. By Lemma 4.5.20, there exists a normal subgroup 
N of A and a normal subgroup K of A wr y B such that A/N is a nilpotent p 
group of finite exponent, fb V K and (A wr y B)/K A/N wr y B. Now Theorem 
2.1.8, Theorem 2.2.1 and Theorem 4.2.2 imply A/Nwr y B is a nilpotent p group 
of finite exponent. This completes the proof. Li 
Theorem 4.5.26. If condition S2 holds, then A wr y B is residually nilpotent. 
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Proof. Let a E A \ {1}. There exists a normal subgroup N of A such that a V N 
and A/N is an abelian p group of finite exponent. Thus A/N is a direct product 
of cyclic p groups. Hence A/N, and therefore A also, is residually a cyclic p 
group. By Theorem 4.5.20 and Theorem 4.5.21, we may assume that A is a cyclic 
p group and B is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. Corollary 4.5.24 implies 
A wr y B is residually nilpotent as required. D 
The transitive case 
We now look at the case where A is any totally ordered set. We obtain a complete 
characterisation of the residually nilpotent generalised wreath product when A 
is totally ordered and the groups (GA, XA) are transitive. We start with a result 
that gives some information about the structure of A. 
Proposition 4.5.27. Let A be a totally ordered set and let (GA , XA) be a non 
trivial transitive permutation group for each A E A. Suppose W is residually 
nilpotent. Then the set {A E A : p :~ A} is finite for each p E A. In particular, A 
has a maximal element. 
Proof. Let p E A. Suppose, for a contradiction, that {A E A : p A} is infinite. 
Choose elements yj e {A E A : p < Al, i E N, with pi < p3 if i < j. Then 
i > 2) is infinite. Notice that (G,G,Ll )wry(G,. :i >2) 	(G1L ,{G1L : i E 
N}) c W, for some set Y, and is hence residually nilpotent. By Theorem 4.5.7, 
we have that G, wrjç 1 G 1 	(G, GA1)  is abelian, which contradicts Theorem 
4.1.1. Thus {A E A: p < A} is finite. 	 D 
Remark. Suppose A is totally ordered and satisfies the condition {A € A : p :5 Al 
is finite for each p E A. If A has a minimal element, 'y  say, then A = {A E A 
y < Al is finite. 'In particular, if A is infinite then A has no minimal element. 
Theorem 4.5.28. Let A be an infinite totally ordered set. Then W is residually 
nilpotent if and only if the set {A e A : p :~ Al is finite for each p E A and there 
exiàts a prime p such that GA is a finite p group for each A E A. 
Proof. Suppose W is residually nilpotent. Fix it E A. The set {A E A : p :5 A} is 
finite by Proposition 4.5.27. Suppose, for a'contradiction, that C,,, is infinite. By 
the remark to Proposition 4.5.27, A does not have a minimal element. So there 
exists Al, P2 E A with pi <P2 <p. Now (G, 1 , C,,,2 ) WTX, C,,, (G 1 , C,,,2 , G,,) 
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W is residually nilpotent. Now, Theorem 4.5.7 implies that (C, 1 , C, 2 ) is abelian. 
This contradicts Theorem 4.1.1. Hence C is finite. It follows from Theorem 
4.5.19 that C,. is a p,, group for some prime p,. Now let w E A be the maximal 
element; w exists by Proposition 4.5.27. 
Since A is connected it follows, from Lemma 4.5.2 and Theorem 4.5.19, that C, 
is a p group for the same prime p for each p E A. 
Conversely, suppose that the set {A e A p < Al is finite for each p E A and 
there exists a prime p such that C), is a finite p group for each A E A. Let 
g E W. Then g E (C), ...... C),) for some e A with A, < ... < A. 
Now g E (C ), 1 ,... ,C),) 9 (G : A, < A). Since {A E A : A 1 :5 Al is finite 
and C), is a finite p group for each A > A, it follows, by Corollary 4.2.9, that 
(C), : A 1 < A) is nilpotent. Let N be the smallest normal subgroup of W to 
contain that group (C), A< A' ). It is easy to see that g V N and the quotient 
group WIN (C.. A 1 < A) which is nilpotent. Hence W is residually nilpotent 
as required. U 
Theorem 4.5.28 characterises fully the residually nilpotent generalised wreath 
product when A is a infinite totally ordered set and (C),,X ),) is a non trivial 
transitive permutation group for each A E A. We now consider the case where A 
is finite. 
Theorem 4.5.29. Let A = {A 1 ,.. . , A,} with A 1 < ... < A and n > 3. Let 
(C),, X ),) be a non trivial transitive permutation grOup for each A e A. Then W 
is residually nilpotent if and only if there exists a prime p such that either 
C), 1 is residually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent and C ), 1 is a finite p 
group for each i = 2, . . . , n; or 
C), 1 is abelian and residually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent; C),2 
is infinite and residually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent; C ), 1 is a 
finite p group for each i = 3, .. . , n; and for each x, y e fl2 X ), 1 there 
exists n E N such that H'(H) fl {h E H : xh = y} is finite, where 
Proof. Suppose W is residually nilpotent. Fix i > 3 and suppose, for a contra- 
diction, that C), 1 is infinite. Then (C), 1 , C),2 ) wrx C),, 	(C 1)  C),2 , C),1 ) c W is 
residually nilpotent. So, by Theorem 4.5.7, C), 1  wrxA2  C ),2 	(C), 1 , C),2 ) is abelian 
which contradicts Theorem 4.1.1. So G is finite and, by Theorem 4.5.19, we 
have that G is a pi group for some prime Pi.  Now fix j E {3,.. . , n}, then 
(GA,, G) c W is residually nilpotent. Theorem 4.5.19 implies that GA,  is resid-
ually a nilpotent Pn  group of finite exponent. However, we have already shown 
that G is a finite p, group, so Lemma 4.5.2 implies that Pj = p. It follows all 
the primes in the above statements are the same. Say Pi = p for each i = 1,.. . , n. 
By Theorem 4.5.19 applied to the residually nilpotent subgroups (G 1 , G,j and 
(G, GA8),  it follows that GA1  and  GA2  are residually a nilpotent p group of finite 
exponent. 
If GA2  is finite, then Lemma 4.5.2 implies that GA2  is a finite p group. So condition 
1 holds. 
If GA2  is infinite, then (GA I : i = 2, . . . , n) is infinite but not torsion free. And 
Theorem 4.5.19 implies that GA1  is abelian and for each x, y e fl2 XA 2 there 
exists n E N such that H1 y(H) fl {h E H : xh = y} is finite, where H (GA I 
Conversely, suppose condition 1 holds. Notice that, by repeated use of Lemma 
2.1.8, (GA 2 : i = 2,. . . , n) is a finite p group. By Theorem 4.5.25, we have that 
W = (GA 1 , (GA 2 : i = 2,..., n)) is residually nilpotent. 
Now suppose condition 2 holds. Notice that, by repeated use of Lemma 2.1.8, 
(GA 1 : i = 3,.. . , n) is a finite p group. Now, Theorem 4.5.25 implies that (GA I 
i = 2,.. . , n) is residually a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. Also, (GA I i = 
2,... ,n) is infinite but not torsion free and Theorem 4.5.26 implies that W is 
residually nilpotent. D 
4.6 Locally boundedly nilpotent groups 
The next class of groups we consider is the class of locally boundedly nilpotent 
groups. This again generalises the nilpotent condition. We develop necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the wreath product A wrB to be locally boundedly 
nilpotent. We find A wr y B is locally boundedly nilpotent if and only if A and 
B are both locally boundedly nilpotent p groups of bounded exponent, for some 
prime p. We generalise this result to W where A is finite. 
We start by stating some known results. 
/ 
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Lemma 4.6.1. Let H be a group. If H is locally boundedly nilpotent, then H is 
a bounded Engel group. 
Proof. Suppose H is locally boundedly nilpotent with lbn function f. Let g, h E 
H. Then (g, h) c H is nilpotent of nilpotency class at most f(2). Now g, h E 
(g, h) and hence [g,j(2)  h] = 1. This completes the proof. 	 0 
Theorem 4.6.2. If A wr y B is a bounded Engel group, then there exists a prime 
p such that A and B are bounded Engel p groups of bounded exponent. 
For a proof see Meldrum [16] 6.3.3. 
Theorem 4.6.3. Let H be a finitely generated nilpotent group with r generators, 
of exponent ri and nilpotency class c. Then H is finite with order at most 
For a proof see Quintana Jr [19]. 
We come to the main result of this chapter. 
Theorem 4.6.4. A wr y B is locally boundedly nilpotent if and only if there exists 
a prime p such that A and B are both locally boundedly nilpotent p groups of 
bounded exponent. 
Proof. Suppose A wr y B is locally boundedly nilpotent. Since A and B are iso-
morphic to subgroups of A wr y B, A and B are both locally boundedly nilpotent. 
Moreover, by Lemma 4.6.1, A wr y B is a bounded Engel group and, by Theorem 
4.6.2, there exists a prime p such that A and B are both p groups of bounded 
exponent. 
Conversely, suppose there exists a prime p such that A and B are locally bound-
edly nilpotent p groups of finite exponent. Let IA : N - N and fB  N - N be lbn 
functions for A and B respectively. Let n E N and let {f 1 b1 ,... , f,b} c A wr y B 
with {fi,.. . , f} c A ( ') and {b 1 , . . . , b,} c B. Let B* := (b1 ,. .. , b,). We show 
that (f1 b1 , . . . , is nilpotent of bounded nilpotency class, bounded by a func-
tion of n. By hypothesis, B*  is nilpotent of nilpotency class at most fB(n)  and 
is also a p group of finite exponent. So, by Theorem 4.6.3, B*  is finite of size 
exp(B)fB()( 1-FfB(n)) 
at most k := ii 	2 	 where exp(B) is the exponent of B. Thus the 
orbits of B*  have order a power of p. Now Theorem 4.3.1 implies that A wr y B is 
locally nilpotent. 
Let Z be the set of orbits of Bt on Y. If Z e Z, then Z has order at most k. 
For eachZEZ, let A t := (f(z):i=1,...,n,zEZ)CA. ThenAhasat 
most nkn generators, is of exponent dividing exp(A) and has nilpotency class at 
most fA(nk), as A is a locally boundedly nilpotent p group of finite exponent 
with lbn function fA.  Thus, by Theorem 4.6.3, A is finite of order at most 
(exp(A)fA(nkn)( 1 +fA(nkfl))) 	 - 
c, := (nk) 	2 	 . Let Z E Z and let Az := IIEYEZ 	C 
where := {f E AZ : f(y) E A and f(z) = 1 if y z}. Since Z is an orbit 
of Bt, it follows that Af = A and we have a semi direct product A Z B*. Let 
d := Now A z B* is finite and 






Also AZB*  is a p group and hence nilpotent of nilpotency class at most d. Thus, 
Zdn 	D A z for each Z E Z. 
Let A := [TZEZAZ C AM , the restricted direct product. Since A z is nor-
malised by Bt for each Z E Z, so is A and we have a semi direct product AB* 
containing {f 1 b1 ,.. . by the construction of A. We show that AB*  is 
nilpotent of bounded nilpotency class. We claim that for each i E N, ZZ (AB*) j 
Aflflz € Z2 (A z B*), where the direct product is restricted. We proceed by induc-
tion on i. Clearly, the result holds for i = 0. Suppose the claim holds for i and let 
f E Aflfl zez Zi+1(A z B*). Let gb E AB*, where g is considered as a function on 
Z with g(Z) E A. Then [f, gb] = f 1 b 1 g 1 fgb. We consider the Z component 
of this element which lies in A, (f'b'g'fgb)(Z) = f_l(Z)g_!(Z)fb(Z)gb(Z) . 
Now, since A z is normalised by Bt, it follows that fb(Z) and gb(Z)  lie in A. But 
this element is just [f(Z), g(Z)b] with the elements being considered as lying in 
A Z B*. Since 1(Z) E Z+i(AB*)  it follows that [f(Z),g(Z)b] E Z2 (A Z B*). This 
is true for each Z e Z. And hence, by induction, [f,gb] E flzz Zj (A z B*) C 
ZZ (AB*) .  Thus f E Z2+1 (ABt) and we have proved our claim. 
Thus Z& (ABt) 2 A and since Bt is nilpotent of nilpotency class at most lB  (n), 
it follows that Zdfl+fB(n) (ABt) = AB*. This completes the proof. 	 0 
It easy to extend, by induction using Theorem 2.1.8, Theorem 4.6.4 to the it- 
erated wreath product A 1 wrx2 . . . wrx A for non trivial permutation groups 
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(A 1 , X 1 ),... , (A n , X). We obtain the following Theorem. 
Theorem 4.6.5. Let (A 1 ,X 1 ),. . . ,(A,X) be non trivial permutation groups 
with n > 2. Then the iterated wreath product A 1 wrx2 . . . WrXn A n  is locally bound-
edly nilpotent if and only if there exists a prime p such that A 1 ,. . . , A n  are locally 
boundedly nilpotent p groups of finite exponent. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a prime p such that A 1 , . .. , A n  are locally bound-
edly nilpotent p groups of finite exponent. By Theorem 2.1.8 and Theorem 
4.6.4, A 1 wrx2 A 2 is locally boundedly nilpotent p group of finite exponent. We 
proceed by induction. Suppose A 1 wrx2 . . . wr xi A i is a locally boundedly nilpo-
tent p group of finite exponent. Theorem 2.1.8 and Theorem 4.6.4 imply that 
(A 1 wrx2 . . . wrx1 Aj ) wrx +1 A +i is a locally boundedly nilpotent p group of finite 
exponent. It follows- that A 1 wrx2 ... wrxn A n is locally boundedly nilpotent. 
Conversely, suppose A 1 wrx2 ... wrxn A n  is locally boundedly nilpotent. Fix i e 
{ 2, . . . , n}. Then A j'wrx,A j is isomorphic to a subgroup of A 1 wrx2 . . . wrxA 
and is hence locally boundedly nilpotent. Theorem 4.6.4 implies that there exists 
a prime p such that A 1 and A i are locally boundedly nilpotent p groups of finite 
exponent. 
The transitive case 
Note that if A = {A 1 ,:. . , A,} with A < ... < An  is a finite totally ordered set 
and (GA , XA) is transitive for each A E A, then W is locally boundedly nilpotent if 
and only if there exists a prime p such that GA is a locally boundedly nilpotent p 
group of finite exponent for each A E A. This follows from Theorem 4.6.5 noting 
the isomorphism W GA 1 wrxA2 . . . wrx GAD.  We extend this result to the case 
where A is a finite partially ordered set. 
Theorem 4.6.6. Suppose A is a finite partially ordered set and let (GA , XA) be 
a non trivial transitive permutation group for each A e A. Then W is locally 
bound edl nilpo tent if and only if there exists a prime p such that GA is a locally 
boundedly nilpotent p group of finite exponent for each A E A. 
Proof. Suppose W is locally boundedly nilpotent. Let i E A. Since A is con- 
nected, there exists A E A with either A < j or i < A. If A < p, then 
GA wr,ç G, 	(GA, G,) g W and GA wrxM G,. is locally boundedly nilpotent. 
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The isomorphism follows from Theorem 2.2.1. Theorem 4.6.4 implies that G,L is 
a locally boundedly nilpotent p group of finite exponent. If p < A, we find that 
C,, wr,GA is locally boundedly nilpotent and Theorem 4.6.4 implies that C,, is 
a locally boundedly nilpotent p group of finite exponent. Since A is connected we 
have C,, is a p group for the same prime p for each p E A. 
Conversely, suppose there exists a prime p such that GA is a locally boundedly 
nilpotent p group of finite exponent for each A e A. By Lemma 2.1.1, we can 
extend (A, <) to a total order (A, ). We write A = { A 1 ,. . . , A} with A 1 -< 
-< A. Let V denote the generalised wreath product of the permutation 
groups (GA , XA) with A equipped with the total order -<. We have shown above 
that V is locally boundedly nilpotent. Let b : V -* W, k 1 . . . k, '-p k1 ... kn where 
ki e C3>i)  for each i = 1,.. . , n. Then 0 is a homomorphism and is surjective. A i 
It follows that W is locally boundedly nilpotent. fl 
If (A, X) and (B, Y) are locally boundedly nilpotent p groups of finite exponent, 
then Theorem 4.6.4 implies that A wry B is locally boundedly nilpotent. Now if 
IA and fB are lbn functions for A and B respectively, and dAB : N -f N, ii -p d, 
where dn is defined in the proof of Theorem 4.6.4, then we find in the proof of 
Theorem 4.6.4 that IAWTYB := dAB + fB is an lbn function for Awry B. Now 
suppose A is a finite partially ordered and (CA , XA) is a transitive locally bound-
edly nilpotentp group of finite exponent. By Lemma 2.1.1 we extend (A, <) to 
a totally ordered set (A, ). We write A : = {A 1 ,... , A,} with A1 ..< ... -< A. By 
Theorem 2.1.8 and Theorem 4.6.5, GA 1 wrx 12  . . . wrX GAn  is a locally boundedly 
nilpotent p group of finite exponent. We note that for each i = 2,.. . , n we have 
that ICA ...WrXA a. = ...wrX G,_ 1 ,G 2 +fGA .. Using this we can ex- 
plicitly calculate an lbn function fc 1 ... wrxA GA8 for CA1 wrxA2 . . . wr GA8 . 
We note that this expression is a function of the lbn functions and exponents of the 
groups CA1,... ) Now, Theorem 2.1.8 and Theorem 4.6.6 imply that W is a 
locally boundedly nilpotent p group of finite exponent where W is the generalised 
wreath product of the groups (GA , XA), A E A, with A equipped with the partial 
order . Since there exists an epimorphism 0 : CA 1 WTXA . . . wr GA8 -* W, it 
follows fw IGA 1 wr)( ... wrxA GA8 is an lbn function for W. 
The non transitive case 
We now turn our attention to the case where the groups (G A , X,) need not be 
transitive. Again to avoid any perverse cases, we will assume that tGA {t} 
for .  any A E A\F. 
Theorem 4.6.7. Let A be a finite partially ordered set and let (G, XA) be a 
non trivial permutation group with finitely many orbits for each A E A. Suppose 
:,k {LA} for any A E A \ F. Then W is locally boundedly nilpotent if and only 
if there exists a prime p such that 
1. G,x(x.,G.)  is a locally boundedly nilpotent p group of finite exponent for each 
AEA\cl and eachxEX; 
. Ø(t,G) is a locally boundedly nilpotentp group of finite exponent for each 
w E 1; and 
3. G(xG) is locally boundedly nilpotent for each w E fl and each x E X. 
Proof. Suppose W is locally boundedly nilpotent with lbn function f. Let jt 
A and fix x e X. If G(x,G) = {1}, then it is clearly a locally boundedly 
nilpotent p group of finite exponent for any prime p. Suppose G(x,G) 4  {1}; 
this must happen for some x E X as G L  {1}. If jt E Q, then G(x,G,) is 
isomorphic to a quotient of G, which is isomorphic to a subgroup of W. Hence 
G(x,G) is locally boundedly nilpotent. Suppose Q. Consider the group 
({GA(tAGA) : A > }, G(xG)). Let n E N and let k 1 ,. . . , k, E ({GA(L AGA ) 
A> pl, G(xG,)). Letb : W -* ({GA(tAGA) : A> ttj, C,(xG,2 )) bethenatural 
homomorphism. Note that b is surjective. There exist 91, . . . , gn E W such that 
gio = ki for each i = 1,... ,n. Now (91,... ,gn) C W is a nilpotent subgroup 
of nilpotency class at most 1(n). Now if l, 11,.. . , E ({GA(tXGA) : A > 
t}, G(x,G,)), there exist h0 , h 1 , . . . , E (9',... ,g) such that h2 '/.' Ii  for 
each i = 0,. . . ,f(n). Now [lo ,. . . , lf(r)] = [h0 ,. . . , hf() ] 0 = 1 and ({GA(tAGA) 
A > jzj, G(xG)) is nilpotent of nilpotency class at most 1(n). That is to say 
that ({GA(LAG) : A > }, G(xG)) is locally boundedly nilpotent. Theorem 
4.6.6 implies that there exists a prime p such that GA(tAGA)  for A > tt and 
GzG) are locally boundedly nilpotent p groups of finite exponent. Since A is 
connected, we are done. 
Conversely, suppose there exists a prime p such that conditions 1,2 and 3 hold. 
By the hypothesis there are finitely many groups of the form ({G A (tAGA ) : A > 
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t}, G(x,G)) for all possible IL E A and each x E X. By Theorem 4.6.6, each 
of these groups are locally boundedly nilpotent. Since there are finitely many 
such groups, they have common lbn function, f say. Let 91,... ,g, e W and 
let H := (9',. . . , ga). Fix h0 , h,,... , h1 E H and let h = [h0 , . . . , We 
showthath= 1. LetxEXandfixitEA. Ifx A V tAGAforsomeA>p, 
then it is clear that (xh)M = x. Suppose X), E LAG,, for each A > t. Let 
W -* ({GA(tAGA) : A > t}, G(xG)) be the natural homomorphism. 
Then Hçb C ({GA(LAGA) : A > p}, G(x,G)) is a finitely generated subgroup 
of ({GA(LAGA) : A > t}, G,(x,G,)) with at most ii generators, and is hence 
nilpotent of class at most f(n). Thus h',b; = [h0 ,. . . , h1 ] = 1. Further, 
(xh), = (x(h'çb)),, = (x1), = x. Here we view x as an element of 	xAGA by 
truncation. It follows h = 1, and we are done. 	 LI 
Corollary 4.6.8. Let A be a finite partially ordered set and let (GA, XA) be a 
non trivial permutation group for each A E A. Let p be prime. Then W is a 
locally boundedly nilpotent p group of finite exponent if and only if GA is a locally 
boundedly nilpotent p group of finite exponent for each A E A. 
Proof. We note that by Lemma 2.1.1, we can extend (A, <) to a total order (A, -<). 
WewriteA={A i ,...,A}withA 1 -.< ... -.<A. 
Suppose W is a locally boundedly nilpotent pgroup of finite exponent. Then, 
since GA is isomorphic to a subgroup of W, GA is a locally boundedly nilpotent 
p group of finite exponent. 
Conversely, suppose GA is a locally boundedly nilpotent p group of finite exponent 
for each A E A. Firstly, Theorem 2.1.8 implies that W is a p group of finite 
exponent. Now, fix it E A and let x e X. As in the proof of Theorem 4.6.7 we find 
that ({GA (L A GA ): A > it},G(x,G)) is locally boundedly nilpotent. Further, 
({GA (L A GA )A > it},G(xG)) has lbn function fGAlWrXA...WTXGAfl. It follows, 
as in the proof of Theorem 4.6.7, that W is locally boundedly nilpotent. LI 
4.7 Bounded Engel groups 
The final generalisation of nilpotent groups we consider are bounded Engel groups. 
Recall Theorem 4.6.2 which states that if A wr y B is a bounded Engel group, then 
A and B are both bounded Engel p groups of finite exponent, for some prime p. 
However, it is not known whether these are sufficient conditions for A wr y B to be 
a bounded Engel group. But, it will be shown that if, in addition, A is nilpotent 
then A wr y B is indeed a bounded Engel group. We should mention here that 
May, in [14], shows that A wrB, the standard restricted wreath product, is a 
bounded Engel group if, in addition, A is soluble. 
The 2 Engel wreath product 
Before we consider the bounded Engel wreath product, we first have a look at 2 
Engel wreath products. The Theorem demonstrates the restrictive nature of this 
condition. 
Theorem 4.7.1. Let (A,X), (B,Y) be non trivial permutation groups. Then 
A wr y B is a 2-Engel group if and only if A and B are abelian groups of exponent 
2 and the orbits of B on Y have size at most 2. 
Proof. Suppose A wr y B is a 2-Engel group. Notice that for f E A(') and b E B, 
we have 1 = [f,2 b] = f_bff_bfb 2 
Let b e B. Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exists y E Y with y, yb' 
and yb 2 all distinct. If a1 ,a2 ,a3 E A we can choose f e AM with f(y) = a1 , 
f(yb') = a 1 and f(yb 2 ) = a3 . Then 1 = [f, 2 b](y) = a2a1 a2 a3 . This holds for 
all a1 , a2 , a3 e A. In particular, if a2 = a3 = 1, then for all a1 e A, a 1 = 1. That 
is, A = {1}, a contradiction. So the orbits of (b) on Y have size at most 2. That 
is, yb2 = y for each y E Y. i.e b2 = 1 and B has exponent 2. 
Let b E B \ {1}. Then there exists y E Y with y yb'. If a1 , a2 E A, we can 
choose f E A(') with f(y) = a1 and f(yb') = a. Then, noting y = yb 2 , we 
have 1 = [f, 2 b](y) = a2 a1 a2a1 . This holds for all a1 ,a2 E A. In particular, if 
a2 = 1, then for all a1 E A we have a = 1. That is, A has exponent 2. 
As A and B have exponent 2, they are abelian. It follows that 	is also abelian 
of exponent 2. 
Now let fb, gc E A wr y B with f, g e 	and b, c E B. Then, noting AM and 
B are abelian of exponent 2, we have 1 = [fb, 2  gc] = ggbgcg. Now suppose, for 
a contradiction, that there exists an orbit of B on Y with at least three elements. 
So there exists y E Y, and b, c E B \ {1} with y, yb and yc all distinct. But since 
y yb it follows that yc ybc and similarly ybc yb and ybc L y. So y, yb, yc and 
ybc are all distinct. If a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 E A, we can choose g E with g(y) = a1 , 
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g(yb') = a2 , g(yc) = a3 and g(y(bc)) = a4 . Then 1 = [b,2 gcJ(y) a1 a2aa. 
This holds for all a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 E A. In particular, if a1 = a2 = a3 = 1, we have 
for all a1 E A, a 1 = 1. That is A = {1}, a contradiction. Thus, the orbits of B 
on Y have size at most 2, as required. 
Conversely, suppose that A and B are abelian groups of exponent 2 and the 
orbits of B on Y have size at most 2. Note that AM is also abelian of exponent 
2. Let fb,gc E Awr y B with f,g E AM and b,c E B. So, as above, we have 
[lb,2 gc] = gbcgbgcg. Let y E Y. We have five cases 
y=yb=yc; 
yybandy_—yc; 
y yb and yb = yc; 
yyc andy=yb; and 
y, yb, yc all distinct. 
Notice that y = yb if and only if yc = ybc and hence y = yb = yc = ybc and 
[lb,2 gc](y) = (glglgCg)(y) = (g(y)) 4 = 1 since AM has exponent 2. 
Notice y = yc if and only if yb = ybc and hence yc = y yb = ybc and 
[fb, 2 9c](y) = g(y)2g(yb) 2 = 1 since AM is abelian of expQnent 2. 
Notice yb = yc if and only if y = ybc and hence yc = yb y = ybc and 
[lb,2 gcj (y) = g(yb) 2g(y) 2 = 1 since AM is abelian of exponent 2. 
Similar to case 2. 
This contradicts the hypothesis that the orbits of B on Y have size at most 2. 
Thus we have [lb, 2 gc] = 1 for all fb, gc E A wry B and A wry B is 2-Engel. This 
completes the proof. 	 D 
The Bounded Engel wreath product 
We now consider the bounded Engel wreath product. We start with a few straight-
forward results. 
M. 




Proof First note that 
pfl 
(k)- 1...(k-1)k 	- 	i 
Now fixi E {1,...,k-1}. Ifp)  I i for somej EN, thenp1 Ip-i and since 
k < pn and p is prime, the result follows. 	 D 
Lemma 4.7.3. Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups. If H C A 
and f E then fb  E for each b E B. Here := {f E AM : f(y) E H 
for each y E Y}. 
Proof. Let f E 	and let b E B. For each y E Y, fb(y) = f(yb') E H. Hence 
fbeH(Y) 
Lemma 4.7.4. Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups. Suppose 
A = A0 N ... N A = {1} is a central series for A. Let f E 	for some 
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i E {O,...,n}. Then for eachm EN, geE Awr y B withg E AM andcE B, we 





Proof. Let 	A wr y B -* (A wr y B) /A, fb '-* fbA. Since 	/A C 
it follows that [f, g]C E A. Now by Hall's identities, [f, gc] = 
[f,c][f,g]c and result holds for m = 1. We proceed by induction. Suppose 





[f,m+i gc]'cb = [[f,m gc],gc]/' 
= [[f,m gcJ,gcbJ 
= [[f,m cJb,g,bc,b] 
= [[f,m c]b, cv'] [[f,m  c]b, g,b] 
= [[f,rn cJ, cJ ?,b[[f,m c}, g]ci,L, 
= [f,m+icW'. 
The third equality follows by induction; the fourth equality follows from Hall's 
identities; and the final equality follows since [f,m  c] E AN and hence [[f,m  c], g] E 
A. This completes the proof. 
We now come to the main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.7.5. Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups. If A is 
a nilpotent p group of finite exponent and B is a bounded Engel p group of finite 
exponent, for some prime p, then A wr y B is a bounded Engel group. 
Proof. Firstly suppose that A is abelian of exponent p. Let exp(B) = pfl, for 
some n E N. Let k E AM , C E B, then 
pfl 
[k,n c] = II (ii') 
i=O 
k(_kc P 
= k - 'k 
=1 
by Lemma 4.4.10; Lemma 4.7.2; and using the fact that exponent A is p and 
exponent of B is pfl Now if m is the Engel class of B and fb,gc E Awr y B, 
then [fb,mgC] = k[b,mc] = k for some k e AM. Since A is abelian, it follows 
by induction, [fb,m+i  gc] = [k, c] for each i E N. In particular, [1 b,m+pn gc] = 
[k,pnc] = 1 as required. 
Now suppose A is abelian of exponent pfl for some n E N. For i e {O,. . . , n} 
define A 2 := (aP' : a E A). Since A is abelian we have a normal series 
A= A0 L> A 	 {1} 
such that A/A 2+1 is an abelian p group of exponent p, for each i e {O,. .. , n - 1}. 
And so (A/A 2+1) wry B is a bounded Engel p group of Engel class at most I := 
exp(B) + cl(B). Since (Awr y B)/A 	(A/A 1 ) wry B we have, for f E AM 
and b E B, [f, b] E 	The isomorphism follows from Meldrum [16] 1.4.13. 
Now if j e {1,...,n— 11, g E 	and c e B we have [g,jc] 	A, since 
(A 3 wryB)/A (A 2 /A31 ) wry B. Thus, by induction, [f,7 b] E  
Now as A is abelian, it follows as above that A wr y B is a bounded Engel group 
of Engel class at most log(exp(A))(exp(B) + cl(B)) + cl(B). 
Finally suppose that A is a nilpotent p group of finite exponent. Let in be the 
Engel class of B and let fb,gc e Awr y B, with f,g E AM and b,c E B. Then 
[fb,mgC] = l[b,mc] = I for some I E AM. Now let A = A 1 ... A n = { 1} be 
a central series for A. For each i E 11,... , n - 11, A1A +1 wry B is a bounded 
Engel group of Engel class m, say, since A/A 1 is an Abelian p group of finite 
exponent. We note that, by Lemma 4.7.4, if k E A(Y)  for some i e 11, . .. , n - 1}, 
then [k, mj gc] = [k, c] mod A. And since (A wr yB)/A A j/A wr y B 
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and this is a bounded Engel group of Engel class m2 , we have [k,mj C] .E A. I 
particular, [k ,,, gc] E A. And hence, by induction, we have [fb,m+ n_i m . gc] E 
A = {1} as required. U 
4.8 Soluble groups 
In this section we develop necessary and sufficient conditions for a generalised 
wreath product to be soluble. Firstly we deal with the case where the permu-
tation groups (GA , XA) are transitive. We note that the class of soluble groups 
of solubility class at most n, for some n E N, is a variety and so we appeal to 
Theorem 2.2.3 to obtain a complete characterisation of soluble generalised wreath 
products when the groups (GA, XA) need not be transitive. 
A full characterisation of the soluble wreath product is known. The proof is 
straightforward and a version is given below. 
Theorem 4.8.1. Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial permutation groups. Then 
A wr y B is soluble if and only if A and B are soluble. 
Proof. Suppose A wr y B is soluble. Then A and B are soluble since A and B are 
isomorphic to subgroups of A wr y B. 
Conversely, suppose A and B are soluble. There exist m, n e N such that öm (A) = 
{1} and 6(B) 	{1}. It is easy to see that 52 (Awr y B) g A(Y)ä(B) for each 
i E N. In particular, 6(Awr y B) C A(') and hence ön+m(AwryB) C 6 m (A(')) = 
Before we proceed to the generalised wreath product, we state a well known result 
about soluble groups. For a proof see Rotman [23] 6.13. 
Lemma 4.8.2. Let C be a group and let N be a normal subgroup of C. If 
N and C/N are soluble, then C is soluble and cl(G) :5 cl(G/N) + cl(N) where 
cl(G), cl(C/N) and cl(N) denote the solubility class of C, C/N and N respectively. 
The transitive case 
We find that W is soluble if and only if GA is soluble of bounded solubility class 
and all chains in A are finite of bounded length. 
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Theorem 4.8.3. Let A be a partially ordered set with all chains finite of length at 
most n and let (GA , XA) be transitive permutation groups for each A e A. Suppose 
G,, is soluble of solubility class at most c for each A e A. Then W is soluble of 
solubility class at most nc. 
Proof. Let Qj be the set of all i-maximal elements of A. Let H2 := (GA A e c). 
Notice that H = W. Now H1 = flAEi HA is soluble of solubility class at most 
c, being the direct product of soluble groups of solubility class at most c. We 
proceed by induction. Suppose Hk is soluble of class at most kc. Let Nk+1  be 
the smallest normal subgroup in Hk+1 containing (GA : A E k+1 \ 1k). By 
Proposition 2.1.6, since k+1 \ Qk is contained in the set of minimal elements of 
1k+1, Nk+1 is the direct sum of soluble groups of solubility class at most c and 
is hence soluble of solubility class at most c. By Proposition 2.1.7, we have that 
Hk Hk+1/Nk+1 and, by Lemma 4.8.2, it follows that Hk+1 is soluble of solubility 
class at most (k + 1)c. And hence W = Hn is soluble of solubility class at most 
nc, as required. 	 El 
We now turn our attention to proving the converse of Theorem 4.8.3. 
Theorem 4.8.4. Let (A, X), (B, Y) be non trivial soluble transitive permuta-
tion groups. Then A wr y B is soluble and cl(A) < cl(A wr y B) where cl(A) and 
cl(A wr y B) denote the solubility class of A and A wr y B respectively. 
Proof Theorem 4.8J. implies Awr y B is soluble. Since (B,Y) is a non trivial 
permutation group, there exist x, y E Y with x 	y. For each a e A, define 
fa EAby 
	
í a 	ifz=x 
fa(Z) 	a ifz=y 
( 1 	if zx,y. 
Now (fa a E A) g 8 i (Awr y B) by Meidrum [16] 1.4.9. Consider the map 
7r : ( fa : a e A) -p A, f '-* 1(x). This is a homomorphism and is surjective. 
Thus A (fa a E A)/kerir and cl(A) <cl((fa a E A)) <cl(8 i (Awr y B)) < 
cl(Awr y B). This completes the proof. El 
Theorem 4.8.5. Let (A 1 , X 1 ),... , (A, 2 , X) be non trivial soluble transitive per-
mutations groups. Then A 1 wry2 A 2 WTy3 .. . wry, A is soluble of class at least 
n. 
Proof. A 1 wry2 A 2 wry3 . . . wry,, A n  is soluble by repeated use of Theorem 4.8.1. 
By a simple induction, using Theorem 4.8.4, the result follows. 	 El 
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Theorem 4.8.6. Let A be a partially ordered set and let (GA , XA) be a non trivial 
transitive permutation group for each A E A. Suppose W is soluble. Then GA is 
soluble of bounded solubility class for each A E A and all chains in A are finite of 
bounded length. 
Proof. Since GA is isomorphic to a subgroup of W for each A e A, we have GA is 
soluble of solubility class at most the solubility class of W. Let E c A be a chain 
in A. Suppose, for a contradiction, that E is not finite. For each k E N, let Ek 
be a subset of E of size k. Write Ek := {o 1 ,.. . , cr,} with 01 < ... < 	Then 
G 1 wrx,2 . . .wrx,kGOk 	(G 1 ,. .. ) G) C W and is soluble. Furthermore, by 
. . . wrxokGak is soluble of solubility class at least k. Theorem 4.8.5, Gai wrx2 
This holds for each k E N, which contradicts the solubility of W. Hence E is 
finite. Write > = {a i , .. . , cr} with o l 	... < o. Since (Ge , X) is transitive 
for each or E E , we have that (G : a E G 1 wrx02 . . . 	 And hence, 
by  Theorem 4.8.5, cl(W) ~! cl((G : a E E)) = cl(G 1 wrx2 . . . wrxG,) > n = 
as required. 	 LI 
Corollary 4.8.7. Suppose (GA, XA) is a non trivial transitive permutation group 
for each A E A. Then W is soluble if and only if GA is soluble of bounded solubility 
class for each A E A and all chains in A are finite of bounded length. 
Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 4.8.3 and 4.8.6. 	 LI 
The non transitive case 
We note that the class of soluble groups of solubility class at most n, for some 
n E N, is a variety. We use this fact and Theorem 2.2.3 to extend Corollary 4.8.7 
to the case where the groups (GA, XA) need not be transitive. 
Theorem 4.8.8. Let E := {a E A: tG is infinite or It7GaI > 1}. Then W is 
soluble if and only if every chain in E is finite of bounded length and GA is soluble 
of bounded solubility class for each A E A. Further if the length of each chain in 
is at most k and the solubility class of GA is at most c for each A e A, then the 
solubility class of W is at most kc. 
Proof. Suppose W is soluble. Note GA is isomorphic to a subgroup of W and is 
hence soluble of solubility class at most cl(W). Now let 1 C E be a chain in E . 
By Theorem 4.8.5, cl(W) ~! cl((G(tG) : w e Il)) ~! JQJ as required. 
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Conversely, suppose every chain in E is finite of bounded length and GA is soluble 
of bounded solubility class for each A E A. Let k be the maximum length of any 
chain in E and let c be the bound on the solubility class of GA, A E A. Fix p e A 
and fix x E X. Note G(x,G) is isomorphic to a quotient of G and is hence 
soluble of solubility class at most c. Note ({GA(tAGA) : A > ji}, G(xG,)) 
({GA(tAGA) : A E E and A > ILI, G(xG,)). By Theorem 4.8.3, we have that 
({GA(LAGA) : A e E and A > i}, G(xG)) is soluble of solubility class at most 
kc. By Theorem 2.2.3, W is soluble. 	 Li 
Notice that Theorem 4.8.8 implies W is soluble of solubility class at most kc if 
every chain in E is of length at most k and GA is soluble of class at most c. We 
find an example when W attains the maximal solubility class. 
Example 4.8.9. Let A = {A 1 ,. .. , A} be a finite totally ordered set with A 1 < 
<An . Let (GA, XA) be a non trivial transitive abelian permutation group for 
each A E A. Then W is soluble by Theorem 4.8.8; We claim that cl(W) = n. 
Note that (GA1 , GA2)  is soluble and cl((GA 1 , GA2))  :!~ 2 by Theorem 4.8.8. However 
(GA1 , GA 2 ) G,1  wrx A GA 2  is not abelian. Hence cl( (GA1 , GA2)) = 2. Now let 
k < n — land suppose cl((GA1 ,... ,GAk )) = k. Now Theorem 4.8.4 and Theorem 
4.8.8 implies (GA1,. . . , G,,,, GAk+l)  is soluble with 
k+l > Cl((GA ...... GAk+l )) 
= cl((GA 1 ,...,GA k )wrx A GA k+l ) 
> cl((GA 1 ,...,G1\k )) 
=k. 
That is to say cl((GA 1 ,. . . , GAk +l )) = k + 1. And hence cl(W) = n, the maximum 
it can be by Theorem 4.8.8. 
4.9 Locally soluble groups 
The immediate generalisation of the soluble condition is the locally soluble con-
dition. In light of Theorem 4.8.8 it is easy togive a complete characterisation of 
the locally soluble generalised wreath product. 
Theorem 4.9.1. W is locally soluble if and only if GA is locally soluble for each 
AeA. 
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Proof. Suppose W is locally soluble. Since GA is isomorphic to a subgroup of W, 
it follows that GA is locally soluble for each A e A. 
Conversely, suppose GA is locally soluble for each A E A. Let gi,. . . , 9m E W. 
Then there exist ),. .. , A,, E A and finitely generated subgroups HA 1 c GA 1 
such that {gi,. . . , 9m} c (HA1 , . . . , H). Let E := {A 1 ,.. . , Without loss 
of generality, we may assume E is connected. Now H,, is soluble of solubility 
class at most max{cl(HA 1 ),.. . , cl(H)} for each a e E, where cl(HA2 ) denotes 
the solubility class of HA 2 . Moreover, H (x,H) is soluble of solubility class at 
most max{cl(H A1 ),. . . ,cl(H)} for each x E X and each a E E. As E is finite, 
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